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CHAPTER I 
PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In March of 1968 there were estimated to be 25.9 mill.ion persc 
1 living in poverty in the United States, 10.7 million who were under 
the age of twenty-one. 2 
Concern by the Federal Government for the younger segment of 
the American population can be seen in the following quote from a 
Federal report: 
The 82 million children and youth represent one of 
the most important assets of the United States. The 
future strength and welfare of our country depend in 
large measure on how well we develop the potEJn:tial of 
these human resources. J 
This concern was backed by a Federal investment estimated at 
13. 7 billion dollars in 1969, �- into programs covering many areas of 
need for America's children and youth. The Head Start Program is one 
1united States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Social and Rehabilitation Service, Children's Bureau, Interdepartment 
Committee on Children and Youth, Federal Programs Assisting Children 
and Youth (Washington, D. C. : United States Government Printing Offic 
December, 1967, revised 1968), p. v.  
2 Ibid . ,  p. 1.5. 
3Ibid. , p. v. 
4 Ibid. 
of tl�e programs which has received mu.ch attention over the years as 
well as a good portion of the Federal moniese 
.2 
As one of a multitude of programs and ttoffices" created under 
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 for the purposes of confronting 
and ameliorating the conditions and effects of poverty, the Head Start 
program was designed to provide for the various needs and deficiencies 
of pre-school poverty children. Originally, the Head Start program was 
intended to consist of a few experimental programs reaching a limited 
number of children. In this way, it was felt, more information could 
be gathered to help in the eventual development of larger programs 
founded on proven techniques and orientations. However, realization 
on the part of Federal administrators, educators, and parents, of the 
tremendous potential for p0sitive returns from a program such as Head 
Start, resu.J_tecl in its 1.mmediate acceptance. Pressures .for expanding 
the program were received from these �oups, ultimately resulting in 
an increase in allocations for Head Start to around $100 willion for a 
hastily expe..nded program which was serving a half-million children by 
the summer of 1965.5 
Upon f'ull-scale implementation of this new program, it was 
determined that knowledge of its efficiency was basic to the administra 
tive decision-making processes. Program evaluation was conceived of as 
an essential factor in the determination of the effects and directions 
5walter Williams and John W. Evans, "The Politics of Evalua­
tion: The Case of Head Start," in The Annals of the American Acadeey 
�f Political and Social Science ed. Richard D. Lambert, Vol. 385, 
September, l969), p. 122. 
of this and other on-go:i.ng programs, and in pl'oviding valuable guides 
for the develop:rnent. o.f new programs. 
3 
'While attempts to evaluate the effectb,en.ess of the Bead Start 
prog1•ams have been nv111e-rous, most evaluations have been conducted by 
:individual Head Start p1 .. ograms 01' by theh• sponsoring organizations. 
The conclusions of these studies apparently reflected the lack of 
universalistic evaluative guides. Some studies showed that the child 
benefited both cognitj.vely and affectively from participation in Head 
Start, while other studios showed that these "gains" were more likely 
the consequence of factors other than pRrticipation in Head Start 
inasmuch as they largely disappeared within a year following participa-
J_ . 6 vl.on. 
'rhus, because previous evaluations of Hea.d Start failed to 
provide adequate information on the overall impact of the progran1, a 
decision was made by the Director of the Office of Economic Opportuni t� 
to contract with the Westinghouse Learning Corporation and Ohio Univer, 
sity for an evaluative study designed to answer the fol�owing question 
To what extent are the children now in the first, 
second J s.nd third grades who attended Head Start 
programs different in their intellectual and social­
personal develo2ment from comparable children who 
did not attend?? 
In his Economic Opportun:i.ty M6ssage to the Congress on Februar: 
19, 1969, President Nixon noted that, according to p�eliminary 
6Ibid. , p. 123. 
?Ibid., p. 12.5. 
4 
conclusions of the Westinghouse/Ohio University study, " the long-term 
effect of Head Start appears to be extremely weak. " As a consequence 
of this and other conclusions of the study, much controversy arose 
among educators, congressmen, and Head Start administrators and worker 
Criticisms were heard which ranged from the study's failure to include 
an analysis of all aspects of the program rather than just concentra­
ting on cognitive improvements9 to accusations of faulty study design 
and inaccurate interpretation (which reportedly prompted one of the 
study's statisticians to withdraw and ask that his name not be used 
in reference to the study). 1O 
Focusing on the criticism of the study's failure to analyze a] 
aspects of Head Start, one can determine a deficiency which is shared, 
in part, by all previous attempts at evaluating the pro"gram--that is, 
the lack of any detailed assessment of the family backgrounds of Head 
Start participants. This deficiency appears highly unusual for a numl 
of reasons. To begin with, there exists a plethora of literature whic 
makes a singular case for the importance of the socialization process 
for infants and children, and the importance of the parents and familJ 
environment with respect to the socialization process. This leads, 
8rbid. , p. 12 4. 
9Report on Preschool Education: The Bi-weekly News Service 01 
Federal Programs for Early Childhood Development ( Washington, D. C.: 
Capitol Publications, Inc. , May 21, 1969), p. 4. 
1ORuth Kranzler, "Head Start - Valuer - Or Waste!, " in South 
Dakota Education Association Journal VL (October, 1969), pp. 42 -43. 
5 
the�, to the realization that the economic, educational, cultural, 
social, and psychological conditions and opportunities of the home 
directly influence the child and are, in turn, directly dependent upon 
the parents. This apparent lack of concern with the child's family 
background is unusual for yet another reason. As Lane points out, "Thi 
philosophy of Head Stnrt is permeated with the idea that children's 
11 needs and parents' needs must be considered together." 
A third reason may be found in the knowledge that for a family 
to realize maximum benefits from their child's participation in Head 
Start, a home environment that is preferably enhancing and reinforcing 
to the ideas and skills learned in the Head Start classroom, or at 
least not hostile to the goals of the program, may be of critical 
importance. 
Finally, it appears that there exists a contention that famili 
in poverty generally possess similar characteristics. An assumption 
such as this has apparently provided justification for the development 
of a number of programs, of which Head Start is one, which attempt to 
treat the conditions and people in poverty� masse. But a question 
arises which asks whether it is better for those whose welfare is bein 
considered to be approached through mass programs or through more 
individualized means. 
One way to answer this question, at least partially, is to 
examine a sample of families who share the common characteristic of 
·ilLeonora C. Lane, "A 'Great Society's' Children: Historical 
Antecedents of Project Head Start" in Journal of Human Relations Vol. 
13, (fourth quarter), 1965, p. 553. 
6 
being eligj_ble for and participants in the Head Start program. In thi 
way it may be possible to determine to what extent they do, or do not, 
possess characteristics which are perceived as common to others who 
share the similar situation of poverty. At the same time, some con­
tribution to present knowledge about Head Start families may be made 
by filling some of the voids that are present. It is with this goal 
in mind that the following parts were designed. 
II. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
In view of the foregoing discussion, this study is seen as 
fulfilling two purposes: (1) to provide data and information which 
may fill some of the presently existing voids in our knowledge of Head 
Start families; and, (2) to serve as an impetus for the; generation of 
ideas which may be incorporated into later, more detailed studies 
dealing with specific aspects of the family backgrounds of Head Start 
children. 
For these reasons this study will be a deviation from the 
12 typical in that its approach will be more exploratory than analy-
tical; more question-asking than question-answering; and, thus, more 
hypotheses-developing than hypotheses-testing. 
12 For a discussion of exploratory/descriptive study design the 
:reader is ref·erred to Claire Selltiz, et al. Research Methods in 
Social Relations (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. , 1962), 
Ch. 3, pp. 50-78. 
III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
7 
Little has been published which deals specifically with 
families in the Head Start program. Therefore, it would seem most 
appropriate to ask: What characteristics do Head Start families 
possess; in what way, if any, do these characteristics differ from 
those characteristics which are frequently attributed to the "pover-ty­
type" family; and, what are the Head Start parents• impressions of 
the Head Start program7 
IV. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
Objective 1. To determine the extent to which a sample of 
Head Start families possesses certain social and demographj_c charac­
teristics which have been cited as common among families partici.:.. 
pating in the Head Start program, or among poverty families in 
general. 
Objective 2. To assess parental attitudes, knowledge, and 
frequency of participation of a sample of Head Start families with 
respect to the Head Start program. 
V. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
The remainder of this thesis is divided into five chapters. 
Chapter II, Review of the Head Start Program, Conceptual Orientation 
and Objectives of the Study, is divided into three major parts. Part 
I is concerned with the origins and design of the Head Start program. 
8 
Part.II describes the conceptual orientation adopted for this study. 
· Part III is a summary relating the ideas previously discussed to the 
_study. Chapter III, Literature Review and General Hypothesis, includes 
three major parts. Part I is a rev iew of selected literature pertinent 
to the first study objective. Part II is a review of literature 
pertinent to the second study objective. Part III contains the 
general descriptive hypothesis and a number of subhypotheses which 
serve to guide expectations of the study. Chapter IV, Design of the 
Study, includes information on the background of the study, the 
construction of the research instrument, definitions of terms and 
scoring procedures employed. Chapter V, Presentation of Findings, 
presents the findings of the study relevant to the hypotheses. 
Chapter VI, Summary and Conclusions, includes a summary of the study, 
conclusions of the study, limitations of the study, and implications 
for further research and application. 
Attention will now be directed to an examination of the Head 
Start program and to a discussion of a conceptual orientation which 
may be perceived within the design of the Head Start program. 
I CHAPTER . II 
REVIEw OF THE HEAD START PROGRAM, 
CONCEPTUAL ORIENTATION OF THE STUDY 
AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
9 
This chapter is designed to serve two purposes. The first 
purpose, covered in the first part of the chapter, is to provide the 
reader with an understanding of the origins and design of the Head 
·-
Start program. The second purpose, found in the second part of this 
chapter, is to examine a conceptual orientation which appears to be 
inherent within the design of the Head Start program and which will 
be adopted as an orienting framework for this study. 
Introduction 
I .  DESIGN OF PROJECT HEAD START 
Any study will be complicated by a lack of previous literature 
or research ·which c ould s&rve in establishing boundaries and in deter­
mining specific study goals. Inasmuch as there is a lack of literature 
on this prob]_em it is .felt _that valuable understanding may be gained 
from a review of the design of the Head Start program. To accomplish 
this review , attention will first be directed to the Economic Oppor­
tunity Act of 19 64, from which Project Head Start was developed. 
Following this, consideration will be given to the Community Action 
Program which was als o  created out of the E. o . A .  of 19 64, and 
which administers the Head Start programs. The final portion of 
10 
this section will consist of a more detailed discussion of the design 
of Project Head Start including its objective·s and the general means 
employed to achiev e these objectiv es, both nationally and locally. 
The Economic Opportunity Act 
Miller discusses the atmosphere from which the Economic 
Opportunity Act of 19 64 emerged. He cites the following as reasons 
for passage of the Act : Already high unemployment and the threat of 
its continuation and possible increase due to automation; the plight 
of the "other American as exposed by Michael Harrington; and, 
especially the prevalence of racial tensions as one consequence of 
the civil rights movement begun in the middle 19 50's. 1 He also 
points out that the programs developed under the Act ware not the 
only anti-poverty oriented programs in operation in the United States, 
but that their main distinction lay in an emphasis on rehabilitation 
of the poor themselves through education and retraining rather than 
just welfare payments or sorne other form of relief intended to lessen 
2 the miseries of pov erty. 
Miller refers to this and also provides a glimpse of the 
attitudinal environment in which the designers of the Act were working 
when he states: 
1ilarman P. Miller, ed. , Pov erty American St�le (Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc. , 19 6) , pp. J-4. 
_2Ibid. , p .  3 .  
• . •  there is .. . . jus i:.1f:i.cation for rF::garding the Act as the 
start of a massive effort to rehabilitate people who are 
defeated 2..nd umnotlvated and generally rega �cded as beyond 
·redemption o 3 
11 
Out of this environment came an approach which was based upon 
the goal of facilitating "maximum. feasible participation" of the poor 
in determining tha directions and designs of many of the programs 
intended for their benefit. To accomplish this objective, the Economi c 
Opportunity Act of 1964 created the United States Office of Economic 
Opportunity to administer the many programs included in its design. 
Community Action Progra!!t. To provide a means for the Office 
of Economic Opportunity to accomplish its objectives, Title II-A of 
the E. O. A. of 1961.J, called for the development of the Connnuni ty 
Action programs whose primary purpose was the establishment of Co:m.­
munity Action agencies and offices in many rural and urban areas . The 
purpose for the agencies was to serve as a " • • • local coalition against 
poverty. " Their r ole as community catalysts for the mobilization of 
" ·  • •  all local, state, private, and Federal resources •• _. "5 was facilita­
ted by the operations o.f a number of programs, or "projects, "  which 
we-re designed to fill many of the educational, health, employment 01• 
Jibid . 
4 office of Econo:rr.ic Opportunity, Com:muni ty Action Programs 
( Community Action Programs pamphlet C/ CA-2 , Washington: United 
States Government Printing Office, April 1969 ) , p . 5 . 
5Ibid. 
ret�aining and 1egnl needs of' low-income 01" welfare fa1d.ly members .. 
Head Start , Follow 'l'hrough , Upward Bound, a-:.-id Adult Basic &lucation, 
were .four of the programs oriented. to filling the educationa l needs 
of preschooJ.-aged children, kinder.ga!•ten or primary school-aged 
children, youngsters in the higher grades, and adults who had never 
completed their  education. 
The first Head Start programs were begun nationally in the 
SUlllmer of 1965 . The concept of Head Start represented an ideal 
symbol for the new war on poverty and generated almost immediate 
national support .  Ultimately, what was to  have consisted of a few 
progr·ams reaching a l:bni ted number of children, was quickly expanded . 
Thus, when the first  Head Start classrooms opened, they were spon­
sored by school systems and churches, as well as ColTlllJ.unity Action 
agenc:tes, and were serving over one-half million children, in a 
program which involved a federal investment of $100 million. 6 
An examination of the program aims and design will follow . 
The Head Start Program 
Head Start is an - extremely comprehensive program which was 
designed as an atte�pt to undo the many deficiencies in children 
which supposedly resulted from conditions of chronic poverty. 
Accompli shment of this goal was to proceed through the use of daily 
6 williams and Evans, The Annals of the .American Academy of 
Political and Social Science, op . cit . , p. 122. 
1 
l.J 
cL:i.strr♦ oo:n progra.rns in which preschool poverty childr0n would be fl)-lowod 
to lea1·n and d13Velop their abilitiHs largely by instruetj_ onal play 
a ctivj_ti .-:.� s .  
'i'his goal is obvious in the following statement taken from a 
Co1nnnmi ty Action info1·mation booklet which discuss es the purposes of 
a Head Sta1,t Child Development Center. It states :  
The Child Development Center is a place where every 
effort is made to insure that the impoverished child is  
provided the serv:i.ces necessary to  nB.rr ow  the gap between 
him and his more adv-antaged peers . Thus , health care, 
as well as educational and culturs.l hor:L zon widening m&.y 
be required to provide for the disadvantaged child what 
is considered a standard part of the ea;r•ly childl'wod care 
o.f every middle-class child. ? 
Objectives of the Head Start Prog_r�. Lane provides a view 
of some of the specific objective� of Head Start . To her , it is the 
goal of Head Start to : 
1 .  Improve the child ' s  physical heal th. 
2 .  Help the child i s emotional and �ocial development by 
encouraging self-confidence, sell-expression, self­
discipline, �nd curiosity. 
3 . Improve and expand the child' s mental proc�sses ,  with 
particular emphasis on expanding his ability to think, 
reason, and speak clearly. 
4. Help the chj_ld get wider and more varied experiences 
which broaden his horizon.s, increase his ease of con­
versation , and improve his understandi.ng of the world 
in which he lives. 
7o.ffice of Economic Opportunity, How to Apply for Head. Start 
Child Development Pro�ra�� Corm11unity Action Programs (Fashington: 
United State s Government Printing Office, September ,  1966 ) , p .  J .  
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5 .  Provide the child with frequent opportunities to 
expe-rience success with the purpose of eraning patterns 
of frustration and failure and especially the fear of 
failure. 
6. Develop a climate of confidence for the child which will 
foster a desire to learn. 
7. Increase the child ' s ability to get along with others in 
his family and, at the same time, help the family to 
understand the child and his problems--thus strengthening 
family ties. 
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8 .  Develop in the child apd his family a responsible attitude 
toward society and foster feelings of belonging to a 
community. 
9. Plan activities which allow groups from every social, 
ethnic, and economic level in a community to join 
together with the poor in solving their problems. 
10. Offer chances for a child to meet and see teachers, 
policemen, health and welfare officials--all figures of 
au.thority--in situations which will bring respect and 
not fear. 
11. Give the child a chance to meet with older children, teen­
agers, and adults who will serve as "models" in manners, 
behavior, speech, etc. 
12. Help both the child and hiS f a mily to a greater confidence, 
self-respect, and dignity. 
Component areas of the Head Start Program. The objectiv es of 
Head Start di�ectly relate to the preschool poverty child's future 
life . Head Start was seeking . to establish a firmer foundation for 
the child's later educational experiences, employment potential and 
even his physical and social well being. 
8 Leonore C .,  Lane, "A Great Society's Children : Historical 
Antecedents of Project Head Start," in Journal of Human Relations, 
op. cit. , pp. 553-554 . . 
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Thus, the program is composed of five major component areas: 
1 .  Health. Head Start centers would provide complete medical 
exB.minations, including visual and auditory tests , dental examinations , 
immunizations , periodic examinations, and follow through to see that 
correction of defects or deficiencies was done. 
2 .  Nutrition. The nutrition programs of the Head Start center� 
would normally provide at least one hot meal and a snack each day. At 
the s ame time the program would also provide parents with an opportunitJ 
to learn about the preparation of well-balanced meals in the home. 
J .  E.ducation. Each Head Start classroom would contain one 
teacher and at least two teacher's aides. The teacher would be a paid 
professional while one of the aides would be salaried and the second 
aide frequently a parent volunteer. The size of each Head Start clas s 
would be set at a maximum of fifteen. In this way each child had a 
better opportunity for his needs to be realized and dealt with. 9 
The educational experience of the Head Start children would be 
based upon learning and development of such areas as language, curi-
. t lf . d d · · 1 · l.O 0s1 y,  se -irnage an iscip ine. 
4. Parent Involvement. Each Head Start program would be 
required to invi ta par
.
ents to participate with sponsors and admin­
istrators in every- phase of plann.tng and operation. Parents could 
9community Action Program, Office of Economic Opportunity , 
Head Start : A Community Action Program (Washington , D. C. : United 
States Government Printing Office, 1968), pp. 1 -4. 
10community Action Program, Office of Economic Opportunity, 
Pro · ect Head Start : Pro ram I for a Child Develo ment Center (Wash­
ington, D. C � :  United States Government Printing Office, 19 ?) , p. 2 . 
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serve in non-professional capacities, on a paid or volunteer basis, 
acting as aides to teachers, nurses, or social workers, as clerks, 
cooks, storytelle1"s , and as supervisors of class recreation activities. 
In addition, programs would frequently hold classes for 
parents on a variety of subjects related to the home, such as home 
economics, purchase and preparation of food, child care, and improve­
ment of the home environment. 
5 .  Social and Psychological Services. Each Head Sta rt center 
would have a staff including a social worker or psychologist, who 
would serve to refer cases with needs beyond th0 facilities of the 
center to appropriate community agencies. 11 
Head Stcrt Nationally 
The program goals and components discussed above have been 
operationalized in the form of either a summer program lasting from 
six to eieht weeks, or a fu.ll-year program which may last up to 
twelve months with respect to classroom activities for children. 
However, philosophically the programs do not differ . 
A report by the United States Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, Office of Child Development concerning Head Start programs 
and participants from 1965-1967, provides some understanding of the 
magnitude of the program. It is pointed out that during the summer of 
1967 almost one-half million children and their families were being 
11 community Action Program, Office of Economic Opportunity, 
Head Start: A Community Action Program, p. 4. 
ser�ed by almost 10,000 centers in almost 30,000 clas srooms. During 
the full-year program of 1967 , these figures were approximately one-
} lf th f th·e . l2 I dd . t . th h 1a ose o summer session. n a J_ -:t on ,  ese programs ave 
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been operating in e v ery one of the United States, as well as in Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands,  Guam, Samoa, and Pacific Trust Territorie s. 13 
The Head Start program is immediately available to children 
from low-income families. However, regulations of the program call 
for at least ninety percent of the children to be from families defined 
by a differentiated family-size/family-income scale as low-income. The 
other ten percent may come from famili_e s  whose family size and family 
income place them i:mmediately above the low-income cut-off points. The 
eligibility index used  by Head Start is based upon the net money income 
of a family in relation to the number of persons in that family. 
Table 114 lists, by farm and non-farm residency, the maximum family 
income by family size allowed to retain eligibility for Head Start . 
Head Start Locally 
Head Start came to South Dakota in the summer of 196 5. The 
programs were sponsored by church groups, school systems, or other 
public or private groups . In 1966 the first full- year programs were 
begun in Rapid City and in Sis seton, South Dakota. 
12Department of Health, &iucation, and Welfare, Office of 
Child Development, Project Eead Start 196 5-67 : A Descriptive Report 
on Programs and Participants (Washington, D. C. : United State s 
Government Printing Office, n. d. ) ,  p. 12. 
lJibid. ,  p. 1 .  
14Project Head Start registration form, from Inter-Lakes 
Comm.unity Action, Inc. , Box 285, Madison, South Dakota. 
Tablo l. Head  Sta·ret. Eligibi1�.ty Index 
--- --------�----
NON-FAR�'! aommEOLDS 
Persons 
l 
2 
3 
4 ' 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
+13 
Family Income 
.$1 , 600 
2 , 000 
2, 500 
3 , 200 
3 , 800 
4 , 200 
4 , 700 
5 , 300 
5 , 800 
6 , 300 . 
6 , 800 
7 , 300 
7 , 800 
FARM HOUSEHOLDS 
Pers ons .t§l!f.1.).;.•" Inc m.119 .., ,  ____ _ 
1 $1 , 100 
2 l� lrOO 
3 1 � 700 
4 2 , 200 
5 2 , 600 
6 3 , 000 
7 3 , 300 
8 3 , 700 
9 �- , ooo 
10 4,J+oo 
11 4, 700 
12 5 , 100 
+13 5 ,400 
Welfa1•e recipier..ts are eligible regardless of income level .. 
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The s ample area of this st: cy- covered Brookings, Kingsbury, 
and Moody counties. The first Hea � Btart classrooms began operating 
in this area in Brookings and Moody- counties in the suni.mer of 196.5 . 
The classrooms were sponsored by tr..e school system of the city of 
Brookings , in Brookings county, an� by a minister ' s  group in Flandreau 
and Colman, in Moody county. The a 1· ea classrooms were all summer 
programs until 1967 when a full-yea �  program was started in Brookings. 
At the time data were bein� collected for this study in 1969 , 
summer programs were operating in �� e towns of Flandreau and Egan, in 
Moody county; White and Volga, in Brookings county ; and, Lake Preston 
and De Smet, in Kingsbury county. Also, the full-year program was 
still operating at Brookings, in Brookings county. At that time there 
were approximately 1 1 0  children at�· ending Head Start cla;3ses in the 
study area. 
Summary. This section was intended to provide the reader with 
a relatively thorough understandin;.:: of the goals and means which Head 
Start progran1s employ in their att0mpts to help break the cycle of 
poverty. It was shown that Head Start is a popular component of a 
comprehensive, nation-wide war on poverty, which utilizes a variety 
of professional, and volunteer effvrts. These skills have been 
integrated into a program which cavers many areas of need found to 
commonly persist among children from impoverished environments. The 
programs are conducted in the form of classrooms which may last from 
six to eight weeks in the summer, or may be up to twelve months in 
duration. A table was pI·e sented which displayed ths index used. -a_t 
the time of th:i_ s study for determining eligibility for participation 
in Head Start . 
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It will be ·remembered that in the introductory chapter of this 
study it was determined that scientific concern for the family back­
grounds of children who are participating in the Ilea� Start program 
appears to be lacking, in spite of the influential position the family 
·-
occupies for the child.  It was also pointed out that a viewpoint 
seems inherent in the design of Head Start and other anti-poverty _ 
prcgraros which holds that poor children and their families_ IT'..ay be 
approached in a similar man.�er, utilizing the same objectives, due 
to the possession of homogeneous characteristics derived fr.om the 
comnon situation of poverty. 
In addition, the first part of the present chapter �as devoted 
to a discussion of the origins and design of the Head Start program. 
Here it was stated that the program was designed to fill the needs and 
reduce the deficiencies which were perceived as conrrnon to children 
coming from impoverished backgrounds. 
Such an assumption of homogeneity among persons in poverty is 
undoubtedly deriv ed  from a viewpoint which sees people in poverty as 
members o:f a II  culture o.f poverty." The ref ore, the second part of 
this chapter is devoted to developing an understanding of the concept 
of "culture of poverty. " 
duration. A table was pre sented which displayed the index used. a_t 
the time of thi s study for determining eligibility for participation 
in Head Start. 
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It will be remembered that in the introductory chapter of this 
study it was determined that scientific concern for the family back­
grounds of children who are participating in the Ilea� Start prograrn 
e.ppears to be lacking, in spite of the influential position the .family 
occupies for the child. It was also pointed out that a viewpoint 
seems inherent in the design of Head Start and other anti-poverty 
prcgraros which holds that  poor children and the-ir families Jr.ay be 
approached in a similar man.�er , utilizing the same objectives, due 
to the possession of homogeneous characteristics derived fr.om the 
coremon situation of poverty. 
In addition1 the first part of the present chapter was devoted 
to a discussion of the origins and design of the Head Start program. 
Here it was state d  that th0 program was designed to fill the needs and 
reduce the deficiencies which were perceived as common to children 
c oming from impoverished backgrounds. 
Such an assumption of homogeneity among persons in poverty is 
undoubtedly derived from a viev1point which sees  people in poverty as 
1nenibers of a 1 1  culture o.f poverty. " Therefore ,  the second part of 
this chapter is devoted to developi ng an understanding of the concept 
of "culture of poverty. " 
Il e CONCEPTUAL. ORIENTATION 
Inb•oductlon 
A descripticn of Head Start families may b8 best facilitated 
by its being placed within a conceptual crrientation which may serve 
to provide directions and gui.des in the selection of l"·elevant vari­
ables to be found under the more general rubric of "poverty. " 
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A popular conception of poverty holds that. poor persons tend 
to share similar outlooks on life, similar attitudes toward institu­
tions o.f the larger society, similar environmental conditions (both 
socially and physically) , similar patterns in terms of group and 
organizational membership, similar beliefs with respect to child­
rearing practices and family relations in general, and more, which 
are passed on from generation to generation. Furthermore, these 
sL�..ilarities are seen as differing from patterns found in the larger , 
more affluent segments of the population. These conclusions have led 
some to contend that people in poverty are members of a " culture" or 
"subculture" of poverty . This position will be further d iscussed and 
made more clear in the following review of the mea.nings of the con­
cepts of " culture , "  "poverty," and "culture of poverty. " 
C'ulture 
The concept of culture has been variously defined by a number 
of scholars. Indeed, while total agreement has yet to be achieved, 
there is a gem�ral consensus about the basic meaning of the concept . 
One of the oldest and still frequently cited definj_tions of culture 
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was formulated by E. B .  Tylor in a book published in 1871 . To Tylor, 
" • • •  culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief , 
art , morals , law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits 
acquired by lllan as a member of society. 1115 
Fierstedt defines culture more simply as " • • •  the complex whole 
that consists of ev erything we think and do and have as members of 
society . 1116 
Still more succinct , but maintaining the fundamental meaning 
of the concept, is that described by Valentine as· the anthropological 
definition, whicb holds culture as being " . • •  the entire way of life 
followed by a people. "17 Valentine develops this idea by stating: 
This means that culture includes all socially 
standardized ways of seeing and thinking about the 
world; of understanding relationships among pe ople, 
things,  and events ; of establishing preferences and 
purposes; of carrying out actions and pursuing 
goals . In a general sense, then, culture consists 
of the rules which generate and guj_de behavior . More 
specifically, the culture of a particular people or 
other social body is everything that one must learn 
to behave in ways that are recognizable, predictable, 
and understandable to those people. 18 
15E .  B. Tylor, as cited in Robert Bierstedt' s, The Social 
0rder2 An Introduction to Sociology ( 2nd ed. New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company-, Inc. , 1963 ) , p .  129. 
16 Robert Bierstedt, Ibid. 
17charles A .  Valentine, Culture and Poverty ( Chicago: The 
Univ ersity of Chicago Press, 1968) , p. · J • 
. 18Ibid. 
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With these cha1"acteristics in mind attention will now turn 
to an unders tanding of the concept of poverty, and ultimately to the 
relation between culture and poverty. 
Poverty 
Compared to defining culture, definitional consensus on 
poverty is not easily attained. A definition of poverty may stress 
different aspects depending on the particular field of study .for 
which an author is writing, or depending also on the particular 
opinions the author may hold with regard to tho se people in poverty, 
the forces which led to the situation,  or the means of reducing the 
existence of poverty . It would appear that an adequate definition 
must neces sar1ly embrace all aspects of the situation, including 
direct or indirect references to such specific aspects as the 
psychological , social , political ,  plrysical, and economic consequences 
of poverty. 
Thus, Thomas Gladwin defines poverty by saying : 
Being poor, at least in the United States, consists 
in a lack of sufficient money to function effectively 
in the economic system through which everyone is 
forced to seek the necessities of life. 19 
In view of the foregoing discussion, it is apparent that 
Gladwin' s  definition is too narrow to adequately define the 
concept of poverty,  as  is Ornati's which sees poverty as " • • •  the 
19 ' Gl
. 
d · P t U S A (B t TnoIOB.s a win,  over :y • • • os on : 
Co. ,  1967 ) , p. 48 .  
Little, Brown and 
lack of command over goods and serv ices sufficient to meet minimum 
standards. 11 20 
Another definition which suffers from the linrl.tations of 
determination by economic situation is that which is presently used 
by m.any federal anti-poverty programs. Identif ication of the poor 
24 
was perceived as necessary for the effectiv e operation of federally 
sponsored programs designed to reduce the existence and consequences 
of poverty. Therefore , the United States Social Security Administra­
tion developed a definition of poverty which was based upon the pro­
portion of the annual family budget required to purchase food necessary 
to lll.aintain a nutritionally adequate diet for the family. The diet 
referred to here is the United States- Department of Agriculture's 
economy food plan for emergency use or when funds are vecy ]_ow. Thus, 
a family is considered below poverty line when one-third or more 
of its annual income must be spent for food to  p1• ovide for :minimum 
nutritional requirements.
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This definition is - the same as that which is used by the Head 
Start program • . The main criterion used for determining the eligibility 
of a child for parti cipation in the Head Start program is based on the 
ne� inoney income of the child' s  family.  The net money income, as 
20oscar Ornati , Poverty Amid Affluence (New York: The Twentieth 
Century }u.nd , 1966 ) , p. 7 . 
21united States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Social · and Rehabilitation Service, Children ' s Bureau, Interdepartmental 
Conn:nittee on Children and Youth, Federal Programs Assisting Children 
and Youth, op. cit. , p. 1 5. 
def�ned on a Project Head Start registration form is " • • •  gross 
receipts minus operating expenses, from a business firm, farm, or 
professional enterprise in which a person is engaged on his own 
22 
account. " 
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The advantages of a definition such as this lie in its ability 
to be adjusted in response to price trends in the food market or to 
differences in family size, but again, the definition does not refer 
to the psychological or social consequences of poverty. However, the 
definition does contain valuable perspectives on the relativity of 
poverty . Gladwin points out that it is an obvious fact that being 
poor in the United States is different from being poor in India , and 
conten1porary poverty is different from poverty in the 19 20's .  Gladwin 
further contends that the state of poverty is not a point on some 
absolute scale but is a continuum.2 3 
When viewed in a relative perspective which would see poverty 
as a comparative ,  qualitative concept, a lack of definitional con­
sensus is readily understandable. This is further illu.roinated in 
Ferman, Kornbluh, and Haber's book entitled Poverty in America. In 
their attempt to define poverty, they dis cuss four different criteria 
which have been used by numerous writers in their attempts to analyze 
the nature and extent of poverty in America. The first revolves 
22Pro ject Head Start registration form, from Inter-Lakes 
Community Action, Inc. , Box 285, Madison, South Dakota. 
23 Gladwin, p. 1 2. 
around the limitation of incorn.e resour ces available to a fa.mily ; the 
second emphasizes the lack of community resources and income substi­
tutes ; the third focuses on the existence of a vari0ty of negative 
characte1·istics working in combination, which ill-equips or prevents 
participation in the labor force ; and the fourth refers to behavioral 
or attitudinal chara cte:t' istics of the poor, or the persistence of a 
24 " culture of poverty .. " It is with this fourth criterion then that 
this study is primRrily interested. 
Culture of Poverty 
Since the " culture of poverty" concept came into popular 
usage it has been challenged by a number of authors and researchers 
primarily on the use, or misuse, of the term "culture. 11
25 Herzog 
points out that any use of the term " culture" must fulfill certain 
criteria , among them being a feeling among the members that they 
belong to a cultural entity, and share in its institutions, patterns, 
and beliefs, with others . Herzog concludes that these elements 
especially seem to be absent from literature and studies conducted 
26 on the so-called culture of poverty. 
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24Louis A .  Ferman, Joyce L.  Kornbluh, and Alan Haber, Poverty 
j_n America ( Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press,  1965 ) ,  p. 1. 
25sae James Lee Satterlee, Characteristics  of LOT.-J Income 
Families j_n Eastern South Dakota: An Examination of the Culture of 
Poverty Concept, unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Dept . of Rural 
Sociology, South Dakota State University, May, 1970. 
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Elizabe th Herzog, " Is There a Culture of Povl-3rty?", in 
Poverty in the kffluent Society, Hanna H. Meissner , ed . ,  ( New York : 
Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc. , 1966), p. 95. 
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Herzog cautions that  distortion and misundei· sta.nding may ) e 
the consequence s for failing to realize  the deficiencies of the term 
27 "culture u " 
A definition of culture of poverty which &ppears to adhere tc_ 
the tenets outlined by Herzog is that by Ferman, Kornbluh, and Hab0r. 
They say : 
A group of individuals or fB.milies may be said to be 
in poverty when they share a distinctive set of Yalu.es, 
behavior traits, and belief complexes that r.w.rkedly set 
them off from the affluent groups in the society. This  
set is  a derivitive of prolonged economic deprivation, lack 
of adequate financial resources, and socialization in an 
environment of econo1rri.c uncertainty,. This 0 culture of 
povertyt t  is characterized by an intergenerational 
persistence and transmission to the children of the 
poor. 28 
He!rzog suggests that the problems which arise with the use of 
the term " culture" might be avoided if poor persons were instead 
thought of as melr.bers of a subculture of poverty. 29 
Gordon provides an opportunity to under.stand what is meant by 
the term when he defines a subculture as : 
• • • a subdivision of a national culture, composed of a 
combinat1on of factorable social situations such as class 
status, ethnic background, regional aud rural or urban 
residence, and religious affiliation, but forming in 
thei_r combination a functioning unity which ha s a.n 
2-.r1tegrated j_mpact on the participating individual . 30 
27Toid. 
281ouis A .  Ferman, Joyce L. Kornbluh, and Alan Haber ) Poverty 
in America (Ann Arbor : The University of Michigan Press, 1965), p. 5 . 
29 Herzog , p. 96. 
3 oM . M.  Gordon , as quoted in A Dictiona of the Social Sciences, 
eds . Julius Gould and William L. Kolb ( New York : The Free Press, 19 4 ,  
pp. 167-168 .  
28 
In reviewing Yancey' s article entitled The Culture of Poverty: 
Not So Much Parsimony, 31 it becomes apparent that he is not so much 
concerned with Herzog ' s  reservations with respect to the use of the 
term "culture. " The terms "culture" and "subculture" do not appear 
to be considered dissimilar in meaning and they are frequently used 
interchangeably. Yancey instead concerns himself with distinguishing 
between two theoretical viewpoints which attempt to account for the 
concrescence of values, beliefs, behavior patterns, and the like, 
into a " culture of poverty. " 
Common value system. Focusing on the development of value 
systems of the poor, one conceptual trend is seen as following 
Merton. 32 Characteristic to this school of thought is the conten­
tion that a society is integrated by a common system of values to 
which all members of that society are cornmitted .. 33 Thus, while 
aspiring to goals derived from the dominant value system, but finding 
institutionalized means or environmental conditions prohibiting the 
attainment of those goals, persons in poverty develop a value system 
which is a deviation from the dominant system .. 34 The culture of 
poverty, thus derived, is seen , by those who support this school of 
31william L. Yancey, 
Parsimony (Washington , D. C . : 
1 968 ) . 
32To " d 7 --2:...,_. ' P •  • 
JJibid. , p. 8 .  
,34Ibid. , p .  1 1-1 2 . 
The Culture of Poverty : Not So Much 
National Institute of Mental Health, 
29 
thought , as being an indirect adaptation to the poverty envirom:.1.ent.35 
McKinley discussed the emergence of a subculture in his book 
Social Clas �-:: and Family Lif�. Herein one can disce1�n an 0xplanation 
of the development of a subculture of poverty which agrees with the 
" common va.lue systemu orientation. McKinley says : 
Basic in understanding the emergence of subcultures 
is  a recognition that each society ha s a dominant standard 
of evaluation and that this standard deterrrj_nes the place­
ment at different levels of the society, of individuals, 
possessing different amounts of the attributes specified 
by the standard. These two factors result in strata of 
modes of &djustment ( or subcultures). J6 
Autonomous value system. The second s·chool of thought ,  on 
the other hand ,  sees the development of a culture of poverty as a 
direct adaptation to the limitations of the environment , which is 
not j_nfluenced in its development by a dominant societal value 
system. 37 According to this interpretation, society is seen as 
composed of a number of autonomous and conflicting subcultures , 3
8 
which develops a. system of values and behaviors which are realistic 
and rational within their different situations .. 3
9 
Oscar Lewis is considered by many to be largely responsible 
f or the popuia1·i ty of the 11  culture of poverty" concept and is cited 
JSibid . ,  p. 10. 
�6 ( .) Donald G. M cKinley, Social Class and Family Life New York : 
The Free Press of Glencoe, 1 964) , p. 246. 
3'? Yancey, p. 12 . 
38Ibid. , p . 9 . 
p. 1 0. 
by Yancey as a representative of the autonomous subculture orienta-
tion. 40 I . d . ,ewis iscusses the culture of poverty in the following 
manner: 
'I'o those who think the poor have no culture, the concept 
of a culture of poverty may seem like a contradiction in 
terms . . • In anthropological usage the term culture implies 
essentially, a design for living which is passed down from 
generation to generation . In applying this concept of 
culture to the understanding of poverty , I want to draw 
attention to the fact that poverty in modern nations is not 
only a state of economic deprivation, of disorganization, or 
the absence of something . It is also something positive in 
the sense that it has a structure, a rationale, and defense 
mechanisms without which the poor could hardly carry on. 
In short, it is a way of life, remarkably stable and per­
sistent, passed down from generation to generation along 
family lines. The culture of poverty has its own 
modalities and distinctive social and psychological con­
sequences for its members . It is a dynamic factor which 
affects participation in the larger national culture and 
becomes a subculture of its own . 41 
30 
The previous discussion has shown that one may believe that 
the value systems of the poor are derived fr om a commonly existing 
value system which results in the development of a subculture of 
poverty as an indirect adaptation to poverty living. Or, one may 
choose to believe that the value systems of the poor represent a 
number of autonomous value systems from many autonomous subcultures 
which have developed as a direct adaptation to poverty life. However, 
regardless of which orientation one chooses to adopt, there still 
exists a conceptual " mortar"  which joins the previous viewpoints at 
40To.! d 7 __ ..L_, ' p . . 
4 1
oscar Lewis, The Children of Sanchez ( New York : Random 
House, Inc. , 1961) , p. xxiv. 
their found&.tions, 2.nd which i s  found inherent in the culture of 
poverty concept. In a ll cases the conditions of a poverty envi ron­
ment are held as either directly or indire ctly accountRbl.e for the 
characteristics of people in poverty. 
A summary of the ideas presented thus far,  and their bc.=Jaring 
on the pre3Emt study a re found below. 
Summary 
31 
Two purposes were stipulated for this chapter e The first  
purpose was to present the reader -with an understanding o.f the origins 
and design of the Head Start program. The second purpose was to 
outline the meanings and principles of an orientation which may be 
perceived as permeating the design of the Head . Start program. Thus � 
the review of Head Sta.rt was followed by a discussion of the 11 culture 
of povertyn concept, the principles of which are int0nded to serve 
as the conceptual orientation of this study . The reasons for 
adopting tbe principles of the culture of poverty concept as  the 
framework for this study may be seen as relating to the discus sion 
found in the introductory chapter of this study. 
A theoretical thread is discernible in both the design of the 
Head Start program 8.nd in the culture of poverty concept. Thi s  
common thread is an as sumption which holds that inasmuch as the 
conditions of poverty may be perceived as similar, the characteris­
tics resulting from these conditions may be perceived as similar 
also. The design of the Head Start program can be seen as reflecting 
32 
this orientation in that while attempts are m.ade to treat each child 
individually, the structure of the program remains the same regard­
less of what differences may exist in the situations of the different 
classrooms. This observation is evidenced by the objectives and 
components of the program which were discussed previously, and which 
are held to be applicable to all classrooms in approaching the 
common problems of poverty children. 
An essential question which arises in consideration of the 
previous discussion would ask whether, in fact, the "homogeneous" 
approach to people in poverty, and especially to poverty children , is 
valid. Therefore, in an attempt to arrive at some conclusion with 
respect to this question, and with a desire to provide information 
about families in Head Start which may be useful to per sons working 
in the program or to those interested in further study of Head Start 
families, the objectives of this study were formulated. 
These objectives were : (1) To determine the extent to which 
a sample of Head Start f amilies possesses certain soci�l and demo­
graphic characteristics which have been cited as common among 
families participating in the Head Start program, or among pov erty 
families in general. (2) To assess parental attitudes, knowledge, 
and frequency of participation of a sample of Head Start families 
w1.· th respect to the Head Start program. 
The remaining chapters are oriented to achieving the objec­
tives of this study. Chapter III consists of a review of pertinent 
literature from which characteristics were selected for examination 
as they exist among the study sample • . Chapter IV is devoted to 
reviewing the design of the study and the methodology employed to 
achieve the study objectives. Chapter V reviews the findings of 
this study. Chapter VI contains a su.mrn.ary of the study goals and 
the conclusions arrived at on the basis of the findings. 
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CH.APTER III 
LITERATURE REVIEw AND DESCRIPTIVE HYPOTHESES 
Introduction 
The following chapter is devoted to a review of literature 
pertinent to this study. The chapter is divided into three ma jor 
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· parts. The first part is titled "Review of Literature Pertinent to 
Objective One." This part will review writings and research which 
characterizes poverty-type families. 
The second part is titled "Review of Literature Pertinent to 
Objective Two."  This part will review what little literature exists 
which is concerned with the attitudes and knowledge of Head Start 
parents , and their frequency of participation, with respect to the 
Head Start activities . 
The third part, titled " Variables and Hypotheses, "  will include 
a summary of characteristics which were found in the two reviews of 
literature and which are selected as expectations to be found in this 
study. Then a general descriptive hypothesis is stated under which 
each of the previously mentioned expected characteristics is restated 
in the form of a sub-hypothesis. 
However, before proceeding into the review of literature a 
short note of explanation is necessary. The review of literature for 
this part of the chapter is not intended to be comprehensive. The 
Writings which are reviewed are selected from a plethora of literature 
that exists concerned with the subject of poverty . To be selective of 
the literature to be reviewed was considered both appropriate and 
necessary for the following reasons. To begin with, this study is 
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a part of a larger study which is discussed in Chapter IV under, 
"Background to the Present Study. " The larger study was concerned 
with poverty and the reality of the " culture of poverty" concept. 
Consequently, many of the areas selected for examination by the 
larger study were also selected for examination in this study. How­
ever, the review of the literature for the larger study was of a 
general nature and could not be related to previous writings or 
research conducted on Head Start families as none was known to exist. 
Instead, selection of areas was guided by suggestions derived from 
discussions which involved the author and Norma Klinkel, the Director 
of Head Start programs for the Inter-Lakes Community Action Agency, 
and Ruth Kranzler, Associate Professor of Child Development at South 
Dakota State University and Head Start consultant. Suggestions were 
also obtained from numerous other Head Start workers and interested 
parties, as well as from Head Start information bulletins. 
The " poverty" literature included in the following portion 
of this chapter is selective in that each of the writings reviewed 
will contain at least one of the characteristics which were selected 
for examination in this study. The reader will find that little 
attempt has been made to organize the discussion according to any 
integrating thread other than the fact that the literature reviewed 
presents characteristics of people in poverty .  
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It should be known that the author was able to locate only four 
articles concerning Head Start families. Only two of the articles pro­
vided arry detailed information and the other two contained general 
statements about these families. Nonetheless , all of the articles 
generally had only passing reference to the characteristics of Head 
Start families--making obvious the need for more information about 
these families. 
I. REVIEW OF LITERATURE PERTINENT TO OBJECTIVE ONE 
General literature. Oscar Lewis provides an appropriate point 
to begin this discussion of poverty characteristics. Lewis suggests 
that there are notable similarities in family structure, interpersonal 
relations, time orientation, value systems, spending patterns; and the 
sense of community among lower-class people in London, Glasgow , Paris, 
Harlem, and Mexico City . 1 He goes on to list a number of traits which 
he contends are part of an international culture of poverty . .Among 
them are the following :  more persons in younger age groups; a higher 
number of gainfully employed; low levels of education; little integra­
tion into national institutions; low participaticn in labor unions, 
political parties, and national health programs; unemployment and 
Under-employment; low wages; and a variety of unskilled occupations. 
Social and psychological traits as seen by Lewis include : crowded 
1 
. Oscar Lewis, Children of Sanchez ( New York: Random House, 1961) ,  p .  25 .  
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liv�ng conditions, high incidence of alcoholism, a strong predisposition 
to authoritarianism, a strong present-time orientation with little 
ability to defer gratj£ication and to plan for the future, a feeling of 
resignation and fatalism , critical attitudes toward some of the values 
and institutions of tho dominant classes, hatred of police, and a 
mistrust of government and those in high positions.2 
Lewis is not without support as can be seen when Ford attempts 
to explain the perpetuation of poverty among low-income people in 
Appalachia. His explanation is based on the observation that the 
values and beliefs which develop among the poor provide them with 
personal security in a chronically insecure environment. Another con­
tention is that common circumstances and consequences of poverty lead 
to the adoption of similar values and beliefs even in different soci­
eties.3 Ford contends that the poor develop fatalistic beliefs as a 
consequence to their experience of subjugation and feelings of having 
little control over their own destiny. 4 In addition, because the poor 
must constantly face the immediate threats to their existence, they 
develop present-oriented rather than future-oriented time perspec tives . 5 
2 Thid. , 26-2 7. 
)Thomas R .  Ford, "The Effects of Prevailing Values and Beliefs 
on the Perpetuation of Poverty in Rural Areas, " in Problems of Chron­
l,_ca�ly Depressed Rural Areas ( Asheville , North Car�lina: Agr�cult�ral 
Policy Institute, North Carolina State University in cooperation with 
the Tennessee Valley Authority, series 19 , November, 1965 ) , .  PP• 33-43 . 
_4Ibid. ' p . 37 .  
5Ibid. 
-
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Ford also sees the values and beliefs which place a priority on the 
family and an obligation on the individual to the family as accounting 
for the characteristic lack of participation by the poor in f ormal 
organizations. 6 Ford also sees the poor universally as seeking to 
enhance their perceptions of themselves and feelings of self-esteem. 
Thus, the values and b0liefs surrounding the fanrl.ly develop as the 
family confers status on the individual, fatalistic attitudes allow 
the poor to avoid blaming themselves for their situation, and respon­
sibility is avoided, as this removes the seem1ng inevitability of 
failure.7 
Reference to the psychological consequences of poverty is 
found in a paper presented by Gladwin. In it he points out two 
characteristics which he holds as likely places to begin implementing 
permanent change in the life styles of the poor. The first is the 
degree that the poor rnay feel they have any contr·ol over their own 
destiny, and the second refers to the orientation of the poor to the 
future. 8 Gladwin goes on to contend that the maj or reason f or f ocusing 
on change in these characteristics is that poverty families live in a 
generally disorganized environment.9 
6 
�. ,  PP • J8-J9 .  
?Ibid. , pp. 40-41 .  
8
Thomas Gladwin, as quoted in Charles A. Valentine' s, Culture 
!,nd Poverty :  Critique and Counter-Proposals ,  op. cit. , P• 88° 
�- , p . 89 . 
J9 
Douglas s0es the groups rr.ost . vulnernble to pove·.l'.'ty HS being 
children in l�rge families , the aged , fa1'!lili es  with female heads , 
a.nd families with an unemployed or low-pa. id hE,ad. In addition, low 
earnings were 3een a3 characteristic of farm worker· s and unskilled 
labore-r· s. Other groups which wer0 noted a.mong the poor were non­
whites , l22�ge families,  and those with law education .10 
Epstein sees  a family with an inadequate income as being 
without the proper foods, as  living in overcrowded dwellings , as 
going 1vithout prev entative health care, as  having little chance for 
more than a high school education, as  having a one-in-four chance 
of not having a father living at home, of having a working mother, 
and of having an unstable family life. 1 1  
Baum and Glasgow in their case study of a fiv e .. county region 
in south central ·Kentucky cite s jx  characteristics which they perceiv e 
as usually a s sociated with low-income rural aroas. These are: (1 ) a 
population de 1�line over the last two decades; (2 ) a high proportion 
of the labor force in agricultural employment; (3) a predominance of 
small farms ;  (4) comparativ ely low lev els of educational attainment 
among the population; ( 5 ) a large percentage of the population residing 
lOPaul H. Douglas, In Our Time (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and World, Inc . , 196 7),  pp. l2J-1 1+J. 
1
�enore Epstein, "Effects of Low-Inccme on _ Children and Theil" 
Families ," in Poverty in Affluence, ed. Robert E .  Will and Harold G. 
Vatter (New York · Harcourt Bra ce and World, Inc. , 1965), PP •  ll9 -
l28 . 
• ' 
in qilapidated and deteriorating dwellings; and ( 6 )  family and per 
12 capita incomes far below state and national averages. 
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Two characteristics which Inman has found associated with 
rural poverty, which may be pertinent to this discussion, include 
high proportions of persons over forty-five or under nineteen years 
of age, and low levels of education. 13 
Stine et al. conducted a case study of six central West Vir­
ginia counties in an attempt to determine what factors could be r elated  
to the persistence of unemployment and low-incomes in  the areas.14 
Their findings strongly emphasize the lag in educational attainment 
among the counties ' residents. In their area of study, Stine et al. 
found that the median educational attainment for persons over the age 
of twenty-five ranged from 8. 2 to 8. 7 years . These figures were 
· 12E. L. Baum, and R. B. Glasgow, "A Case Study of a Persistent 
Low Income Area in South Central Kentucky--Its Needs and Potentials 
for Development, " in Problems of Chronically Depressed Rural Areas 
(Asheville, North Carolina : Agricultural Policy Institute, North 
Carolina State University, in cooperation with the Tennessee Valley 
Authority, November, 19 6.5 ) ,  p. 151 .  
13Buis T. Inman, "Panorama of Rural Poverty, " in Poverty in 
Affluence, eds. Robert E. Will and Harold G. Vatter (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc. , 19 65 ),  pp. 9 8-102. 
14
0. C. Stine, ( consultant) and Staff of the Department of 
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, West Virginia State 
·University, "A Case Study of Six Central West Virginia Counties of 
the Interrelationships of Factors Lead�ng to the Persisten?e o� Low­
Income and Unemployment in the Area, " in Problems of Chronical-Y 
�pressed Rural Areas ( Asheville , North Carolina : Agricultura� 
Policy Institute, North Carolina State University, in cooperati on 
With the Tennessee Valley Autho�ity, series 19 , November, 19 65 ) ,  
p. 177 . 
determined to be slightly belm1 th0 educ:ation n1edi an of the state 
and substantially below the median for years of education for the 
nation. 15 
Reis sman verbally paints a picture of the poor and make s the 
following points : the poor are patriarchal, superstitious, somewhat 
religious, ineffective re aders, poorly informed, suspi�ious of "talk" 
and new ideas, and traditional with respect to their beliefs about 
morality, punishment , custom, diet , education, sex roles , and intel­
lectuals. Fu:rthermore , they feel frustrated and alienated from 
society, are antagonistic towards societal institutions, hold the 
world responsible for the ir misfortunes and, consequently, do not 
tend to blame tn.e:mse1ves for theil1 predicament J and �.re more direct 
:i.n their ag'l'9ession .  In &.ddi tion, while de siring a better standard of 
living, the poor are not attracted to a middle-class way of life; they 
seek security in employment; they do not generally belong to too many 
organizations and do not vote frequently. They also tend to be prag­
matic and . practical so that education is desired for the opportunities 
it may provide but abstract speculation and ideas are not deemed us eful 
With 1�espect to the realities of everyday life. However , there remains 
an exaggerated respect for the ability of the learned so that the 
competency of a scholar in one field is generalized to all fields. On 
the other hand, they feel that life is a better teacher than books, 
15 
_Th�� , p .  201 . 
and _that theory is impract1oa:i,• thus they tend: to oppose  intellec-
16 tualism. 
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More of an emphasis on the educational aspects of poverty may 
be found with Havighurst , who conducted a study designed to investi­
gate conditions which were productive of superior childre n. 17 Among 
his _findings were that the iowest proportion of mentally superior 
children came from the lower social ciasses, and that the highest 
proportion of children whose I� Q. scores feli in the bottom quarter 
i8 were of the lower classes.  
Havighurst al so  considers the problem of underachievement . 
He cites the followin� among characteristics of able but under­
achieving students: (1 )  they tend to come from homes of lower socio­
economic status; (2) they tend to come from broken or emotionally 
inadequate homes; (3) they have poorer personal adjustment and see 
them.selves as inadequate j_ndividuals; (4) they tend to dislike school; 
(5)  they have lower aspirations; ( 6 )  they have narrower interests; 
and, (7) they have les s  clearly defined vocational goals.
19 
Havighurst contends that the probiem of gifted underachievers 
stems from the failure of effective processing by society. He says: 
16 · d Ch' ld " . P + Frank Reissman , "The Culturally Deprive 1 , in ove r ..,y 
!n Affluence, eds . Robert E .  Will and Arnold G. Vatter (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc. , 1965 ) , PP• 26-JO . 
17Robert J. Havighurst, 
Children, " in Read.in s in IIuman 
and Wesley C. Huckins , Boston : 
. 18lb . d --2._. , P • 93 • 
19Ib. d 97 --2._. ' P • • 
0 conditions Productive of Superior 
Develo ment , eds. Harrold W. Bernard 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc. , 1967 ) . 
Inadequacy in the home environment le,we s able under­
achievers pers onally :r.ialadjusted �  with lim.tt0d hori zons 
and .a lack of stimulation for using educati on .for voca­
tional achievement , even i f  they are personally well 
adjusted . An inadequate hom8 environmen.t fa.ils to 
instill a need for 2.chievement. The school and home 
in con:bin8tion f ail to instill an intrinsic love of 
learning in them . And, specifically, for i'ema1 G s , the 
social roles of wi.fe and mother is seen a s  b.king 
precedence over the role of the student, with support 
coming from the home, school, and community which 
cause s them tc see a conflict between, marriage and the 
duties of the home and continued educational a chievement. 20 
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Poor fa1nili0s .  Concern with parents and their belief systems 
may be fcun.d with Stolz w ho wa s seeking to determine what factor s seem 
to be operating which influence parents to adopt different practices 
with respect to child-rearing. She analyze d  data from seventy-eight 
· 21 
parents of thirty-nine American fElnri.lies of diverse backgrounds . 
The study families were v-aried with respect to the age of the parents, 
their length of marriage, the nUil]ber, age and sex distributions of the 
children, national, religious and educational, o�cupational and social 
ba,ckground of the parents, degree of r,ocial mobility and residence.
22 
Stolz found that fewer year s of education, larger families, younger 
children, and lower family social position appeared to be related to 
differences in parental child-rearing behavior.
23 Other variables 
20Ibid. , p .  99 . 
2
1riois Meek Stolz, Influences on Parent Behavior ( Stanford
, 
California: Stan.ford University Pres s, 1967), P • 7. 
22
JEi9_. , p. 10 • 
23
lli2-_. , pp. 297-299. 
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which were found to be strongly related to parental child-rearing 
behavioral differences were such things as the childhood experiences 
of the parents, the values and beliefs of the parents , the personal 
needs of the parents, characteristics and behavior of the child, as 
24 well as the setting and communication process. 
Schaffer and Schaffer sought ansi;.1ers to questions dealing 
with families who used public welfare-type services. They compared 
two groups of Scottish families from the same socio-economic status 
whose children were given into care outside the family home when the 
mother was temporarily incapacitated by confinement in a hospi tal. 
One group of families ( child care) gave their children into public 
care while private arrangements were made for the care of children 
25 of the second group ( control group) .  
The goal of the authors was to attempt to determine what 
differences existed between families of the two groups which might 
account for the differ ent arrangements made for the care of children 
during the mother's absence . 
While Schaffer and Schaffer's study may appear to have more 
relevance to a reader from a country with a socialistic type of 
national health program , pertinent findings, relevant within the 
conceptual framework of the present study, were noted. 
2 4  
lli£. ' 
25 
. H. R . 
.E,amill_ (London: 
p. 304. 
Schaffer and Evelyn B. Schaffer,  Child Care and the 
G. Bell and Sons Ltd. , 1968 ) , P • 8. 
The following list includes a number of the findings from 
Schaffer and Schaffer's study: 
Both groups tended to have large families.2 6  
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(1)  
( 2) 
( 3 )  
(4) 
The child-care group had more preschool-aged children.27 
Family disintegration was high in the child-care group.28 
Child-care families tended to come from densely populated 
and decaying urban areas. 29 
(5 )  Child-care families were considerably more geographically 
mobile. JO  
(6)  Child-care families were more socially isolated with 
respect to contact with kin . 31 
( 7 )  Both groups were characterized by infrequent contnct 
with neighbors . 32 
( 8 )  Both groups were characterized by j_nfrequent participa­
tion in cormnuni ty organization . 3J 
( 9 )  Both groups had  a large proportion of fathers who
4
had been 
unemployed at some time in the last three years. 3 
2 6Ibid . , p. 2 1 . 
27
Ib ' d --2_. ' P •  2 2 . 
2 8Ibid. , p .  22 -2 3. 
2 9Ib . d --2_. ' p. 2 3 . 
3 o
lli£. ,  p. 2 8. 
3 1
Ib ' d --2_. ' p. 45-46 . 
32
Ib ' d --2_. ' p. 55-56 .  
33
Ib . d --2_. ' p. 62-6) . 
3 4Ibid. , p. 67-68 . 
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In an information booklet entitled Project Head Start : Daily 
Program I For a Child Development Center, there were listed a number 
of characteristics which reflect the home environment and the 
socialization process of the poor child as  seen by Head Start. 
According to this booklet, children from poverty homes : 
• • •  tend to do poorly in language; they have small vocab­
ularies and often seem unable to speak up and out; 
They sometimes don ' t  know the names of things, or even 
that things have names; 
They may appear to feel uncertain of who they are, what 
they look like, how they fit into their world ; 
They often seem to be lacking in curiosity; 
They often have never before seen or worked with pencils, 
paper, crayons, scis sors, puz, zles, blocks, or books; and 
frequently they do not know how to use them in play; 
They often have difficulty with authority figures, so 
that having to do what the teacher expects and clas s 
discipline require s ,  seems at first incomprehensible to 
them; 
They tend not to respond to the teacher until she 
proves herself trustworthy and sympathetic, and becomes 
the focal point for their school activities. JS 
Most germane to this study of a sample of Head Start families 
is a report published by the Office of Child Development,
36 United 
States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and titled, 
35c . t omrnuni y 1:,_roject Head Start :  
$). cit.,  p. 9 .  
36 
. Hereafter, report. " 
Action Program, Office of Economic Opportunity, 
Daily Program I For a Child Development Center 
the report will be referred to as the " O. C. D. 
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Project Head Start 1965-1967: A Descriptive Report on Programs and 
Participants. 37 This was the only article located by the author 
which specifically described a sample of Head Start families. The 
" • • •  report is descriptive of the range of children,  their familie s, 
and staff members who have participated in Project Head Start from 
its inception in the summer of 196.5 through 1967.u38 The o . c . D. 
report information was compiled from data which were prepared .by the 
United States Bureau of the Census. The data were collected by use 
of mail questionnaires whi.ch were sent to a sample of Head Start 
centers and families who were randomly selected from six categories, 
stratified according to the size and geographic region of the center, 
in an attempt to achieve national representativeness. The res ult 
was a sampling which included about one percent of the children par­
tj_cipating in the 1965, 1966 , and 1967 sumrner programs, as well as 
about 6 percent of the children in the 1966 and 1967 full-year 
programs. The magnitude of the sample may be appreciated by the 
facts that the 1967 full-year sample included 950 Head Start centers 
involving 8 , 064 children, and the sample of 1967 summer program 
participants covered 505 centers serving .5 , 952 children. 39 "Face" 
information was collected for sample children as well as medical and 
· J7Department of Health, Education, and Welfare , Office of Child 
Development, Pro · ect Hea d  Start 1 6 -196 : A Descri tive Re ort on 
Programs and Participants washington, D. C. : United States Government 
Printing Office, n. d . ) 
JSib . d  1 --2:....• , p. • 
39
Ib� d  � --=--• , PP · 2-...., . 
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dental information. Forms asking about family demographic charac­
teristics were sent to the families of sample children. Other forms, 
to be completed by the sample centers , and by regularly employed, 
paid or volunteer staff members at the sample centers ,  were also 
sent, collecting information of followup medical care, parental pro­
gram activities , staff member information, and staff evaluations of 
40 the program components. 
It was pointed out in the report that compared to the average 
family in the United States, the Head Start sample families had more 
female household heads, were larger in size, had lower incomes, and 
had less access to telephones. 
It was also s hown that about two-fifths of the fathers present 
in the homes of the Head Start children had up to eight years of 
formal education and that sli Ehtly over one-quarter of the fathers 
had completed high school. Mothers of the Head Start sample families 
tended to show slightly more educational attainment with over one­
quarter having up to eight years and slightly less than one-thi.rd 
having completed twelve years of formal education. From one-eighth 
to under one-sixth of the fathers reported being unemployed, while 
slightly over one-fifth said they either had not worked or were 
8ll1ployed less than ten months of the previous year. Of the mothers 
almost one-fourth reported being employed but just about one-sixth 
had been employed for ten to twelve months of the previous year. 
40Ib . d  ---2=_. ' p.  4-6 . 
About three-fourths of families reported an income under $5, 000, 
and reported large families with a median size around six members. 
With respect to facilities of the home, around one-tenth reported 
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no running water in the house whereas over one-eighth said they had 
no radio or television set, and about one-third did not have the use 
41 of a phone. 
A summarization of the numerous characteristics which have 
been previously mentioned and which were selected for consider ation 
by this study is deferred until a later page. Attention will now be 
focused on literature which pertains to the second objective of this 
study. Following this part, the characteristics which· ·were mentioned 
in either of the literature reviews, and which were selected for 
examination in this study will be listed.  After presentation of 
this list a general_ descript:Lve hypothesis relating to the essential 
question of the study will be formulated. Finally, a number of sub­
hyPotheses will be stated corresponding to each of the characteristics 
mentioned previously. 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE PERTINENT TO OBJECTIVE TWO 
The second objective set for this study was to assess the 
attitudes, and knowledge that the study sample of Head Start parents 
had with respect to the program, and to determine patterns of pa r­
ticipation in Head Start program activities. Although little 
41 
Ibid. ,  p. 13-15. 
l:Lterature exists which directly relates  to the se  items, some 
writings have been located and will be raviawed below. 
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farental attitudes toward the Bend Start program. A j ournal 
article by Williams and Evans discussed the events leading up to the 
controYersial "We�tinghouse Report , "  the report itself, and implica­
tions for future policie s with respect to Project Head Start and 
programs of similar design . 42 The "Westinghouse Report" was an 
evaluation of _the Head Start pr ogram o The evaluation was contracted 
by the Office of Ec?nornic Opportunity with Westinghouse Learning 
Corporation and Ohio University . 43 The goal of the study was to 
determine wh9.t effects participation in Head Start programs had on 
children's intellectual and social-personal development as compared 
to similar children who had not participated.
44 
Among the ma j or conclusions of the 1 1Westinghouse RepoJ":"t" cited 
by Williams and Evans , is one which relates directly to the second 
objective of the pre sent study. The authors explained that, according 
to the Westinghouse evaluation, "Parents of Head Start enrollees 
Voiced strong approval of the program and its influence on their 
children."45 
42
�falter Williams and J ohn W .  E\,.ans , "The Poli tics of Evalua­
tion : The Case of Head Start, " in The Annals of the American �c�demr 9J Political and Social S cience, ed. Richard D .  Lambert, Vol. JS) , September, 1969 ,  P • 118 . 
43Th · 4 44---2£. , p. 12 · . 
.lli.9_. , p. 12.5 . 
45
Ib
. --2.£. 
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Reaffirmation fo!' thi s conclu sion by W:i.llia:ms and Evans was 
found in a newsletter di stributed to Community Action agencies . In 
the letter it was noted that the Wes tj nghouse study found that Head  
J+6 Sta!'t exerte,d a positive infJmmce on parents � 
The Lincoln Publi c  S chools Head Start Program. ln Lincoln, 
Nebraska , conducted a research program which was ba sically designed 
to assess participant gains as a result of the use of different 
instructional approaches in the 1 968� .1969 Lincoln Public  Schools 
47 Head Start P1�ogram. The research sample consisted of eight 
classrooms containing 1 68 Head Start pupils, which were divided 
into two experimental groups and one control group. The two experi ­
mental groups were then instructed following an approach e:mpbasizing 
eithe1• the cogni ti Ye domain or the affective domain. 11he control 
group was instructed usi ng the methods traditionally ntilized by the 
Lincoln Public Schools Head Start Program. Data of effects on par­
ticipating children were collected by Head Start clas sroom teachers 
Who administered certain validated tests. Additional data were 
gathe1•ed from observational records kept on pupil behavior during 
pre and post testing periods. The report concluded that there were 
46Renort on Preschool Educatj on : The Bi-weekly News Service 
.Q!l �ederalProg£ams for Early Childhood pevelo�ment (Washington, D. e .. : 
Capital Publications, Inc. , }fay 21 , 1969 ) ,  P •  ). 
47Research Report : Lincoln Public Schools Head Start Program, 
1268-196.2_, unpublished report (mimeographed, n . d p ) ,  P • 1. 
no appreciable differences in e.chievement gains for children in the 
L�8 three groups. 
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Data on parental attitudes were also gathered from quest1 on­
nai!'es which we1'e s ent horr..e to be filled out and returned by the 
parents. A su.mmarizati un of responses showed. that 79 percent of the 
respondents expressed positive f0elings when asked how they felt about 
the "total experience" in Head Start.  \.\7hen asked if they .felt their 
children had gained from their participation in Head Start, 82 per cent 
responded positively .
1
+9 
It may be concluded from the literature reviewed that the 
attitudes which He&d Start parents  hold with respect to the program 
tend to be quite favorable. Attention will now be directed to what 
appears to be a corollary expectation to positive attitudes. 
Parental knowledge of th0 Head Start prE_gram . There has been 
nothing written to the author ' s  awareness  concerning the knowledge 
possessed by Head Start parents with respect to the Head Start pro­
gram. However s justification for the study the extent · of knCY�1ledge 
may be found in the relationship that exists between knowledge and 
attitudes. Brim points out that r�search on attitudes has produced 
48
"Lincoln Publi c Schools : Head Start Research 19 68-19 69 , " Abstract accompanying Re search Report : Linc oln Public Schools Hes.d 
fil.art Program, 1968 -1969_ (mimeographed, n . d . ) , P · J .  
4 9 b 1 Head Start Program, 
J_o6 
Resea1·ch Report : Lincoln Public S c  .oo s _ 
:!:Z._ 8-1262, pp. 76-77 . 
a distinction between two aspects of attitudes referred to as 
"content" and "intensity. " Brim explains that "content refers  to 
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the directional aspect of attitudes, while intensity refers to the 
strength or conviction with which they are held. "5 o It is shown that 
a relationship exists between the se two aspects which is U shaped. 
Thus, persons who are neutral wj_th respect to the content of an 
attitude toward some object, show a low level of intensity as well. 
However, persons whose content approaches either the positive or 
negative extremes , will also show higher attitude intensity. Initial 
interpretation would lead one to assume that the neutral category 
would be composed of persons for whom the attitude referent was of 
little or no significance. Thus,  a lack of motivation to as sume 
either a positive or negative attitude position is understandable. 
It has been pointed out however, that while thi s interpretation may 
be true, the element of ignorance may also play a significant part in 
determining the attitude response of a per son .  Brim proposes that 
�hen a person is asked about something of which he know s or cares 
little about > the characteristic hmr:.an response "is to throw • • •  
[the response] • • •  toward the middle, 1 1 5
1 or neutral category. 
In consideration of the relationship that exists between 
attitudes and knowledge, i.t may be assumed that if the sample shows  
50orv�lle G. Brim, 
ExJ)ectations , u in Soci.et 
Bartlett H. Stoodley New 
51 Ibid. ,  p. 518. 
"Attitudes Content--Intensity and Probability 
and Self : A Reader in Social  Ps cholo , ed. 
York : The Free Pre s s, 19 2 ,  P · 51J. 
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52 strong posi ive attitudes �owa:('d. the Head Start prog:cam, - it should 
also be quite knowl3d.gGabl0 of the program. a s  111011. 
The discus sion will now turn to the final aspect for considera­
tion cited under the se cond objective--parental par ticipation . 
Parental parti cipation in Head Start activities. Referring to 
the Williams and Eva ns article cited previ ously, it was m�mtioned that 
another finding of the "Westinghouse Report" was  that the parents of 
Head Start children ct • • •  reported substantial participation in the 
activities of the centers. " 
But, review of the tables listed under section "Fu of the 
Office of Child Development report showed that parental participation 
in Head Start adult, or clas sroom activi tie r, varied substanti.3:lly 
with the tY])e of program activity , and with whether there had been 
previous meetings. 53 Tho highest rate of participation was in teacher 
initiated parent-teacher conferences 11here it was reported that over 
. 54 one-half of the parents 8.ttended one or more meetings e Other 
activities, such as form&.1 parent meetings, were held a number of 
times but attendance figures showed fewor parent participants than 
at the parent-teacher conferences. Data reported in the O. C. D. report 
e,tart 
5�villiams and Evans, p. 12 _5 .  
53Department of Health , 
1965-196 7, pp. 1 86 -206. 
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Ibid. , p. 194 . 
Education, and Welfare, Project Head 
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showed figures for six formal parent me e,::,1.ngs .  Pa:rticipation figure s 
for the first meeting showed slightly fewer ·than one out of three 
parents in attendance with the parti cipation percentage dropping 
consistently with each fallowing meeting , unt:i.l only one out of 
twenty parents was in attendance at the sixth rr..eeting • .5.5 The tables 
als o show parental attendance percentage s foi." a variety of other 
activities with similar results. Thus , it may be concluded from 
this report that parental participati on is not as substantial as 
would be expected from the Williams and Evans article mentioned 
above, and that parental participation may be expected to vary 
according to the characteristics of the activity. Therefore, when 
viewed in a total per specti ve, expected patterns of parental par­
ticipation would generally appear to be low. 
The focus of the chapter will now be directed to a review of 
the characteristics which were mentioned in the literature previously 
reviewed, and which were selected for examination in this study.  In 
addition, descriptive hypotheses will be formulated to facilitate the 
examination of the sele cted variabl6s. 
III . VARIABLES AND HYPOTHESES 
It is evident from the literature previously reviewed that the 
influences of poverty may be broad and negative in their effects. 
is also apparent that low-education is considered by many as a key 
55Ibid. , p . 193 . 
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factor in the perpetuation of poverty . He re may be s een j thEm j 
justification for the goals of the Head Sta1�t program a 8  they attempt 
to prepare pre-school poverty children for their eventual experiences 
with the formal educational structure. Ho:,rnver, it will bo remembered 
that the s 3sontial que:7 of this study focuses  on the ·reality of the 
assumption inherent in the Head Start program which li 0lds that the 
situations of poverty are common in their cons0quenees .f or the families, 
and especially for the young children of the poor. Thorefore, i� 
seeking to answer this questi on ,  at least partially, the following 
characteristics have been selected from the pre ceding reviews of 
literature with the intent of examining them in more detail inasmuch 
as they rolat0 to the study sample of Head Start fam.tliet: .  Selection 
of these charactc.�ris tics was guided by a desire to review those char­
acteristics which fi rst, appeared to be most conducive to generating 
an understanding of femilies in Head Start, and, second , seemed to 
have the greatest potential for influencing the development of Head 
Sta1·t children .  
On the basis of the foregoing literature reviews and in con­
sideration of the assumption of homogeneity r,.mong characteristics of 
families in poverty, or in the Head Sta1·t program, it is expected 
that the study sample of Head Start families will tend to have:  
( l) A large family size. 
(2)  A low family income. 
(3) A non-farm residence. 
(4) A s oci ally j s olated family.  
(5 ) An unstable .family. 
( 6) A high prop9rtion of female household heads . 
( ?) 
( 8) 
(9) 
( 10 ) 
A maj ority of employed fathers . 
A high proportion of en�ployed motheJ•s. 
A maj ority o.f fathers between the ages 
A majority of mothers between the age s  
of 21 
of 21 
and 54. 
and 54 . 
(11)  A high proportion of fathers with eight yoare or  les s  
education. 
( 1 2 )  A high proporti on of mothers with more than ei ght years 
of education . 
( 13 )  Favorable parental attitudes toward education. 
(14) Traditional parental attitudes toward family relations. 
(15) A pr6Yalence of anomie. 
( 16) A time perspe etive oriented to the present more than to 
the future. 
(17) Strongly favorable attitudes toward the Head Start pro­
gram. 
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(18) A high degree of knowledge with respect to the Head Start 
program. 
(19) A low level of parental participation in Head Start 
program activities. 
Statement of Hypotheses 
On the basis of the foregoing reviews of literature pertinent 
to objectives one and. two of this study, and in consideration of the 
assumption of homogeneity among characteristics of the poor which was 
discussed in Chapter II, the follow_i_ng descriptive bypothesis-56 was 
formulated : 
Those selected char-acteri stics which have b0en found 
to be commonly associated w�i th persons in poverty� or 
with families p2.rtj_cipating in the HE: ad Start program, 
will also be prevalent among this study' s sample of 
South Dakota Head Start farnili.e c: .  
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From the ddscriptive hypothesis stated ebove are derived the 
following descriptive sub-hypotheses , each of which incorpor2.tes as a 
variable at least one of the characteri stics which were listed pre­
viously : 
Sub-hypothesis l .  The study families will tend to be large. 
Sub-hypothe si o  2. The study famiJ.ies will tend to have low 
income. 
Sub-hypothe sis J .  
Sub-hypothesis 4 .  
Sub-hypothesis 5 .  
Sub-hypothesis 6 . 
Sub-hypothesis 7 . 
The study families will tend to be non-farm 
residents. 
The study familie s will tend to be more 
s ocially isolated. 
The study families will tend to be more 
unstable. 
The study families will tend to have a 
s izeable proportion of female household 
heads . 
The parents of the study families will be 
between twenty-one and fifty-four years of 
age . 
56Note: Phillips has distinguished between two type s _ of 
hypotheses--"de scriptive"  and "relational. " He notes that with 
descriptive hypotheses one is dealing " . •  - with the distribution or 
occurance of a. given variable with no attempt to explore the rela­tionships among variables . "  Bernard s .  Phillips ,  Social Research: 
§.:t-rategy and Tactics ( New York : The Macinillan Company, 1966), P · 39. 
Sub-hypothe:::;is  8.  
Sub-hypothe sis ,,,,, ,. 
The study .f Elmili.es will tend to have a 
sizeable proportion of fathers who are 
unemployed or were ·at �r nmetime in the 
previous twelve months " 
The study fanrl lies  will tend to have a 
sizeable proportion of the mothers  who 
al'.'e employed "  
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Sub-hypothe sis 10. The fathers of the study .families will tend 
to have completed les s the.n eig�t years of 
formal education . 
Sub-hypothesis 11. The mothers of the study fami.l:i.0 s  will tend 
to have completed more than eight year s of' 
formal education . 
Sub-hypothe sis 12 . The parents of the s tudy families will tend 
to show posi thre atU tude2 to1-rnrd education . 
Sub-hypothesis 13. The p.9.rents of the study ft1milies  wj_ll tend 
to be more traditiona.l wi t11 re spect to their 
belief s  about family reJ.ationships.  
Sub-hypothe sis 11.1, . The parents of the study families w:..11 tend 
to show high levels of anomie .. 
Sub-hypothe sis 15 . The parents of the study fam..i.lies  w:Ul tend 
to be more present rather than future 
oriented with respect to their time 
perspective. 
Sub-hypothe sis J.6 . The parents of the study families  will tend 
to have strongly favorable attitude s  toward 
the Head Start program . 
Sub-hypothesis  17 . The parents of the study fs.milies  will tend 
to be knowledgeable about the Head Start 
program. 
Sub-hypothe sis 18 � The parents of the study .families will tend 
to display low levels of participation in• 
Head Start activitie s. 
It may be seen that the general de scriptive hypothes is of this 
study is directly der1ved from the questions which arose upon considera­
tion of the conceptual o�ientation. Ina smuch as refined measuring 
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in_strIDnents were not em.ployed in this study, statistical "testing" 
of the previous sub-hypotheses is not possible.  However, a partial 
answer to the essential question of this study, and hence, tacit 
support or refutation for the principles of the culture of poverty 
concept , may be achieved by determination of the extent to which the 
study sample of Head Start families possess those characteristics 
included in the sub-hypotheses. 
Thus, the following Chapter rv is devoted to an overview of 
the design of this study. 
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CHAPTER rv 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Introducti on 
It is the purpose of the present chctpter to review the design 
of this study. Thus ,. the chapter is divided. into six parts. '!'he 
first part discusses the background of the study. The second part 
is dEn7oted to the procedures used for selecting the respondents c 
The third part discusses the interview instrument and the f ourth 
part deals with the procedures inv olved in the collection of the 
data, including the pretesting and the final administration of the 
instrument. Part five includes two sub-parts � The first opera­
tionally defines �-he demographic characteristics incorporated in  
the sub-hypotheses. The second operationally defines the social­
psychological variables--such as attitudes ,  beliefs , and the like. 
Part six is divided into six sub-parts . Each sub-part is focused 
011 the pl'ocedu!'es employed for analysis of the sub-hypotheses, which 
were similarly analyzed . 
I .  BACKGROUND 70 'I'HE PRESENT S'l'UDY 
This study was part of a larger research project conducted 
under joint sponsorship between the Inter-Lakes Region Community 
Action Office and South Dakota State University Expariment Station. 
The project, conducted by the Rural Sociology Department of South 
Dakota State Univer sity, wa.s entitled "Characteristics of Low Income 
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Families in Easte:rn South Dakota. " .Three eastern South Dakota 
counties were selected fo:r this p:roject on the basis of their 
possessing the common characteristic of having United States Depart� 
ment of Agriculture food commodities ad:ministered by the Inter-Lakes 
Community Action Program. This agency distributes commodities to 
three types of .families: families on public assistance ; families 
on social security; and families who, while not fitting the previous 
categories, are classified. simply as low-income families. 
In the larger study it was decided to focus only on families 
of the third family type as described above. It was felt that these 
families would be more representative of complete family units and 
of the total age range of low-income families and, thus, be more 
conducive to the realization of the objectives of this larger project. 
Consequently, 126 low-income families were selected for interviewing. 
These families represented all low-income families who were receiving 
U. S. D. A. food commodities as of April 1, 1969 , in Brookings, 
Moody, and Kingsbury counties, South Dakota, who were not on public 
assistance or receiving social security benefits . 
It was also suggested that a second study should be under­
taken , utilizing those families, included in the sample for the 
larger study, who were also involved in the Head Start program 
sponsored by the Inter-Lakes Community Action Office . 
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II . SELECTION OF RESPONDE}JTS 
'l'he original sti.1dy design was to compare two groups of Head 
Start families with respect to seleeted socio-demographic and 
psychological characteristics. It was felt that two types of 
families would be found to exist- -families eligible to participate 
in the Head Start p·l.�oeram who had par ticipated , and · fo.milies eligible 
for pa�ticipetion in the Head Start program but whc had not par­
ticipa tec: . The goal of thi s study was to c ompare the two groups , 
as has been mentioned. , in an attempt to determine what differences,  
if any, existed betvrn en  them which would help in explaining why some 
families did not participate. 
The respondents were selected on the ba si s of their meeting 
the following three criteria : ( 1 )  Tha t a child between the ages of 
three and eight ( the ages of eligibility for participation in ei tirnr 
the summer or full-year Head Start program for the years in whi ch 
the program was in operation in the area) was presently living in 
the home .  ( 2) That, while the child was eligible for participation 
in the program, there was a Head Start program available to him, 
within reasonable distance. (3) That respondents should have 
completed both the Head Sta1"t " attitude" and "knowledge" sections 
of the interview schedule. 
As a consequence, it bec2me apparent that, while there 
remained two groups s eparated on the basis of participation in Head 
Start, the non-participating gro�p could not fulfill all of the 
three criteria stipulated above, especially the second. Thus, it 
was necessary to re-orient the goals of this ·study to incorporate 
objectiv es which would make the best possible use of the data 
available. 
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Ultimately, the families interviewed for this study resided 
in either Moody, Brookings, or Kingsbury counties . All the respon­
dents were participating in the United States Department of Agri­
culture Food Commodities program administered by the Inter-Lakes 
Region Community Action Office, and were not on public assistance 
or receiving social security benefits, as of April 1, 1969. Two 
other criteria were also used in the determination of respondents 
to be utilized i n  this study: (1) That the family had at least one 
child who was a participant in the Head Start program; and ( 2) that 
the respondent should have completed both the Head Start "attitude" 
and "knowledge" sections of the interview schedule. 
There remained l.j,4 families who met these criteria. 
III . THE INSTRUMENT 
The interview schedule was composed of nine major sections. 
Section one consisted of questions designed to secure "face" 
ini'ol'mation about the household and its members such as ages of 
�embers, l'elation to household head, education, marital status, 
facilities within the home, organizational membership, visiting 
pattel'ns, and magazine and newspaper subscriptions. 
The second a.nd third sections -rele.tec.i , respectively, to 
residentia.l mobility patte rns and occupati o'nal characteristic s ,  
such a s  mobility and recent history of employmsnt status. 
The fcurth sectj_on dealt with information concerning the; 
health of the family members covering the le�gth and nature of any 
serious illnesses , plus what effect the illness may have had on their 
ability to contribute to the family income. In addition, questions 
concerning costs of medical and dental bills, plus insura nce coverage 
and other sources of assistance with health expenses , were asked. 
The fifth .section dealt with values and att:i.tudes of these 
people . Six areas of concern were covered .  Included were scales 
designed to measure the extent of agreement with " middle-class" 
values , level of anomie t pre sent/future orientation, attitudes 
toward the instituU.c·L1 of education , and traditional family beliefs. 
Section six focused on family stability and included que stions 
which, when weighted ,  would give a measure of the degree of stability 
or instability of the family . Areas included were divo-rce or separa­
tion, problems with police, alcoholism, conflict with children, and 
conflict betwee n parents . 
The last three s ections were designed specifically for use in 
this study and were answered only by those who felt they had some 
Understanding of the Head Start program. Section seven attempted 
to measure the extent of knowledge the respondent had about the Eead 
Start program. It included questions varying with respe ct tu 
specificity and cove :1.'ing areas such as the B.vailabili ty of the 
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program, parental criteri.on for the child's participation j profes­
sions found among Head Start parsonnel, cpportunitiss  for parental 
participation nnd knowledge of the ge ographic breadth of the Head 
Start program. 
Section eight wa s concerned simply with partj_cipation of the 
child in the Head Start pr.ograme 
Section rd ne assessed attitudes the respondents had toward 
the Head Start pY-ogram. Included in this final section were questions 
concerned with the perceived effects of Head Start on the participa­
ting child, the perceived effects of participation on the child ' s  
family, the administration of the programs the facilities of the 
program, and feelj_ngs of stigmatization resulting from association 
with the Hea.d Start program. Followin8 these were  questions asking 
about the parents ' pa rticipation patterns and questions asking about 
the primary source s of inforro.ation about the program. 
IV . DATA COLLECTION 
Pre-Test 
The interview schedule was pre-tested in both an urban and 
6lllall rural community. Those urban residents interviewed were 
receiving commodities and were also receiving public assistance. 
Those interviewed in the small rural community were selected on 
the basis of the external appearance of the home. The preL-test 
rural conmrunity referred to was outside the planned stuct
r area, 
and those pretested urban respondents we-re not included in th8 
respondents selected for the final study ( see .Part II , Selection 
of Respondents) . 
The pre-test interview schedule consisted of the first eight 
sections a s  desc1:·ibed in the previous section and a nuwbe!· of open­
ended questions a ��king for responses with re spect to a mm.ber of 
areas of Head Start. 
The intervi e1-1ing was conducted by five graduate student8 -who 
ha.d been familiarized to t�1.e project and the j_nterview instrument 
previously . Ultimately,  26 interview s chedules  were completed and 
pl"Ocessed. 
The Fin2l Inte'Y'view 
After analysis of the pre-test schedules s corrections. and 
revi sionE: were made in the first eight sections. Also, from infor­
mation gathered -...Jith respect to _ the Head Start program, section 9 
was developed attempting to incorporate the idoas expressed on the 
pre-test, and other questions or areas which appeared important to 
the study. Face validity was then determined for this section. 
The interviewers consisted of seven persons, five of whom 
were employed full-time by the Community Action agency as Outreach 
Personnel, another graduate student, and the author. 
A familiarization session was conducted prior to the inter­
viewers going into the field. At this time, the objectives of the 
com.bined studies were reviewed and the instrument was explained in 
detail with opportuuities for questions to be asked and clarifica-
tions to be made. 
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At this time ' each interviewer W c;. S  handed 8. packet con!,a�ning 
inten'"iew .assignments for each county , maps of the countie s with 
each as signed re sidence designated, introductory letters  to be used 
in initiating the interview, and the munbered int0r,riew schedules .  
Each evening the interviewers met a t  a pre .. arranged location 
to turn in their completed s chedules , which we:r·e then scrutj nized 
to insure their having been clearly and fully completed .  
The interviewers were instructed to interview only the house­
hold head, or where this was  not pos sible, his spouse. If difficulty 
was encountered. in securing permission for th� int.ervj_ew, in ap­
proachine the residence, in locating the re sidence , or in finding 
t.he respondent at home, the interviewer s were instructed to either 
return at a more convenient time, or, if that wa s not practical, to 
refer the interview to the interviewing leaders, whichever was 
appropriate. Consequently, 120 interviews  were completed with six 
interviews remaining uncompleted. due to problems encountered with 
the respondents.  
V.  OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF CONCEPTS AND CFiARACTERISTICS 
Introduction 
It i s  imperative in any research that the reader and the 
researcher reach a consensus with respect to the interpretations 
of concepts used. Therefore, the following is devoted to ope r a­
tionally defining the concepts which are used in this study and 
Which have be en incorpor8.ted in the sub-hypothe ses listed in the 
previous chapter. Inasmuch as the hypotheses involve demographic 
and social-psychological characteristics it may be seen that this 
section is divided in two parts. The first part lists objective 
demographic concept definitions. The second part is more abstract. 
In the second part may be found definitions of such abstract con­
cepts as attitudes, beliefs, values, and opinions. Followed by 
definitions which relate to the specific social-psychological char­
acteristics  which are to be examined. 
Part 1 - Demographic Characteristics1 
The following a re demographic characteristics which are 
incorporated in the sub-hypotheses of this study. 
(1) Family size . Family size is defined as the number of 
persons reported by the interviewee as being members 
of the household. 
(2 ) Household head.  The household head is defined as the 
person who is regarded as the head by the respondent. 
( 3) Age. Age is defined as the number of years of age f or 
each person as reported by the respondent. 
1Many of the demographic definitions are based in part or in 
whole upon definitions of similar concepts found in a United States 
Bureau of the Census report. The full citation of the report is : 
United States Bureau of the Census, " Poverty in the United States: 
1959 to i96 8,"  Current Population Reports ( series P-60 , .�
o. 6 8; 
Washington, D. C. :  United States Government Printing Office, 
December 31, 1969 ), pp. 10-12. 
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(4) Family residence. Report of family residence is based 
on whether the residence of the family is on a farm or 
in farm houses, in which case the family would be 
classified as "farm. " Non-farm residence includes all 
places not included in the definition of farm residence. 
( 5 )  Marital status. Martial status refers to whether the 
person is reported as being single, married, divorced, 
widowed, or separated. 
(6 ) Employment status. Employment status refers to whether 
the person is reported as presently holding a full-time 
or part-time job, or is unemployed. 
(7 ) Education. Education refers to the number of years of 
completed formal education reported for the person. 
(8 ) Family income. Family income is defined as the income 
reported to the Inter-Lakes Region Community Action 
Office in Madison, South Dakota, in accordance with the 
instructions found on the Head Start regi�tration form 
which was discussed in Chapter II of this thesis. 
Part 2 - Social-Psychological Characteristics 
The social-psychological variables incorporated in the sub­
hypotheses either explicitly or implicitly include such concepts as 
beliefs, attitudes, values, and opinions. Before attempting to 
operationally define these variables it is necessary to arrive at 
some understa.nding with r.ospect to the meanings  of their inherent 
concepts. 
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2 RokE:ach has been an a ctive imret,;t,j_ gato-.r into the dimensions 
of attitudes � value s, beliefs, and opinions and it is his inter­
pretations of these concepts which will be employed to .fulfill the 
aims of this study .. 
Belief . According to Rokeacb a belief m,qy be interpreted as 
any simple proposition which may be i.ni'erred f1:'om. what a person sa.ys 
or does, the content of which In.2.y be de scriptive , evaluative, or 
prescriptive with reference to the bolief object . 3 
Attitude .. Rokeach describes an attitude as " . ..  a relatively 
enduring organization of beliefs a.round an ob,i ect or situation pre­
LI, 
disposing one to respond in some preferential manner. " · 
Value . Rokeach understands a value as an abstract ideal, 
positive or negative , not tied to any specific attitude, object or 
situation, representing a person's beliefs about the ideal modes of 
conduct and ideal teriri5..nal goals .. 5 
Opinion. An opinion, to Rokaach, is a verbal expression from 
. 6 
which is inferred the underlying belief, attitude, or value. 
2m1ton Rokeach, Beliefs Attitude s and Values : A Theorv of 
Organization and Change San Francis co:  J ossey-,Ba.s s, Inc . ,  1908 " 
Jibid. , p. 11J. 
4Thi.d. , p. 1 12 .. 
· 5 ill.£. ,  p. 124. 
6 lli.£. , p. 12.5. 
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Difficulty has been encountered in the past over the use of 
the concept of attitude as it lies in relation to behavior. But, 
as Halloran points out, one factor that appears  inherent in most 
definitions of the concept of attitude is that attitudes are inferred 
from behavior.7 By realizing that responding to a question on an  
interview schedule rn.ay be classified as  verbal expression of some 
attitude, belief, or value j and that the act of responding is itself 
a form of behavior, for the purposes of our discussion, the attitudes, 
values, or belief toward general or specific objects, will be inferred 
from opinions expressed in terms of responses to questions the respon­
dents are e.sked. 
Family instabilit:y. Poverty families have been characterized 
as less stable families .  Although occurrences of such things as  
divorce, legal separation, alcoholism, parental or sibling conflict 
between parents and their children may all be viewed as indicators of 
family instability, it is understood that none of them may be con­
sidered independently as  a valid measure of this phenomenon. There­
fore, in an attempt to develop some method of quantitatively 
assessing the extent of family instability among the study families, 
a system was devised which incorporated all of the above mentioned 
indicators. It was felt that these indicators would not be equal in 
terms of their abiliti es to assess the extent of family instability. 
�-------
7J . D .  Halloran, Attitude Formation and Change, Tel�vi �i�n 
Research Committee Working Paper No. 2 (Leicester, Great Britain.  
Leicester University Pres s, 1967 ) ,  P · 15 .  
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Consequently ), the system was devi sed in such a .way as to differen­
tially weight the items so that those indicator s which more strongly 
suggested family instability re ceived a larger value. The procedure 
for deYelopment of this index is discussed _ in the following portion. 
of this chapter titled "Procedm'e for Analysis � "  
Thus , family instability is bere defined as that v-:hi ch i s 
determined by the score recei1red from the index of family instability 
employed by this study e 
Fa:m.:Hy isolatj_on . It was indicated in the literature re-viewed 
that families in poverty tend to be more socially isolated . In this 
study, such things as family visiting patterns , member ship in formal 
organj_za tions, j_nstruments of comrrunica tion, or of the mass media , 
in the home, were all incorporated in a cumulative isolation index. 
Thus , -a higher total score was indicntive of fewer of those items 
which would indicate isolation of the family . A detailed descrip­
tion of the isolation index and the scoring system employed for 
determination of the extent of family isolation m.2.y be found under 
the chapter portion, "Procedure for Analysis. " 
Thus, family isolation is defined as that which is determined 
by the score received from the family isolation index employed by 
this study. 
T1•aditional fa.mily beliefs. It was pointed out that per s ons 
in t. 1 beli" efs wi" th 1�espect to family poverty frequently hold tradi iona 
relations .. McKinley has s aid that due to feeling s of greater 
external restraint and greater fru.stration in m.aterj_al  comfort- and 
in feelings of self--esteem } an individual of lower socj_al status 
will tend to comper.s�te in his roles as father �nd husband. Thus , 
aggression derived from the work situation o·.r society where his 
power and status are  low, is displaced to the .family where he is less 
vulnerable beca1.1se of his position of power � 8 McKinley's explanation 
may be seen as a partial explanation for th0 contention discussed 
by Duvall that these types of families adhere to the tradition and 
display of patriarchal dominance . 9 It j_s this type of family belief 
system which Cavan refers to a.s a strongly pat�rnal family which wa s 
fostered by an agrarian economy such as was the United States ' in its 
more recent past10 e.nd which is interpreted as a "tradi tionalH t:y-pe 
family for the purposes of this study. Traditional family beliefs 
may be seen in contrast with more "democratic" family beliefs,  or 
what Cavan refers to as " equs.litarian" beliefs ,
11 
where there exist 
les s  differences in role-domin�nce of the husband-father and wif'e­
mother. 
8
nonald G ,  McKinley ,  Social Class and Family Life, op. c:ii• , 
pp . 80-81 . 
9
Evelyn Millis Duvc2.ll, Family Development ( 2nd ed. ; Philadel­
phia :  J . B .  Lippincott Company, 1967 ) ,  P �  90. 
lORuth Shonle Cavan, The American Family ( 3rd ed. ; New York: 
Thomas V. Crowell Company, 1 %5), P • 12. 
11Ibid. 
'?.5 
The method employed to meas·11re family beliefs consi sted of a 
brief attitud8 s cale which was  designed to  yield scores by whi ch 
respondents could be clas sified as  eithEn-' " r1o�e democratic" or " les s 
democratic" wi tn respe ct to their beliefs about family reJ.a.tionships. 
The details of this scale are included in the "Procedur8 for Analysis" 
section of this chapter . 
Thus, tradi tiona.l family beliefs &re inte"!.'"preted as those 
propositions held toward family ralations as deta-rr,tlned by the score 
received from the faITJ.ily beliefs attitude scale employed in this 
study. 
Attitudes toward education .. I-c was inferred .from the litera­
ture review that families in poverty tend to view education favorably. 
To assess the degree of favorableness toward education among the 
study sample of Head Start families, a scale was constructed which 
incorporated a number of questions concerned with a variety o.f 
aspects of education .  The aspects included were the importance of 
the area.s which are emphasized in education, and the potential role 
of education in improving the quality of one ' s  life , facilitating 
employment, and enhancing independence . A detailed account of the 
scoring for this scale may be found in the "Procedures for Analysis" 
portion of this chapter. 
Thus, attitudes toward education are defined as the organiza-
tion of beliefs which predisposes a person to re spond in some 
preferential manner toward que stions dealing with the concept of 
education. These attitudes were detE?rmined by the score received 
from the scale incorporated in this study to measure attitudes toward 
education. 
Anomie. It was stated that persons in poverty tend to develop 
anomie as a consequence to the frustrations of poverty life . 
The concept of' anomie may be traced back many centuries , but 
its introduction into the popular vocabulary of sociology is usually 
credited to Emile Durkheim. As Robert Merton points out: 
As initially developed by Durkheim, the concept of 
Anomie r0ferred to a condition of relative normlessness 
in a society or group. Durkheim made it clear that this 
concept referred to a property of the social and cul­
tural structure, not to a property of individuals con­
fronting that structure s nevertheless , as the utility 
of the concept for understanding diverse forms of 
deviant behavi or became evident , it was extended to 
refer to a condition of individuals rather than their 
environrnent. 12 
As Merton has developed the concept , anomie is conceived of 
as a breakdown in the cultural structure of the individuals environ­
ment. To Merton, a person' s  environment consists of a cultural 
structure, which is viewed as an organized set of behavior-governing 
normative values, which are cormuon to members of a society or group 
:members may be variously implicated.  
Thus, when there exists a disjunction between the goals, which 
derive from the cultural structure, and the capacities for group 
York : 
12
itobert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (New 
The Free Press, enlarged edition, 1968) , P •  215 . 
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m.ember;:; to act in accord with th8lll , as influanced by the socie.l 
., ,..., 
structure , anomie is the likely :ce sult • .J . .) 
Therefore, e.r101rie, a s  e:np1oyed in  thi s st-ady j is defined as 
that which is deterru.ned by the scale util:i z0d in this study to 
measure anomie. 
Present/future orientati on.  People in. poverty have be0n 
depicted as intent upon immediate g1·atification of their desires. 
The time perspective oi the poor is perceived e. s oriented to the 
present with little concern for saving or planning for the future . 
Therefore , in an attempt to measure the extent of this perspe ctive, 
a scale , including questions dealing with saving and planning for 
the fu.tux•e,  justification of immedia.te gratification, the role of 
luck, and the ineyi tabili ty of remaining poor , wa s emplo:y-ed. Details 
of the scale and its scoring procedure may be found in the .:procedure 
for Analysis" section of the present chapter. 
Present or future time orientation is here defined as that 
which is determined by the score received from the scale employed in 
this study to measure the respondents tendency toward either a 
present or future-oriented time perspective. 
Ai,ti tudes toward the Head Start progra.m . It was · determined 
that parents with children participating in the Head Start program 
tend to be strongly in favor of the program . To measure parental 
13Ib ·  16 ----1-.£. , p . 2 • 
attitudes of the study sample of Head. Start families toward the 
program a scale was constructed which covered five aspects of 
concern, and which is discussed in more detail in the section of 
this chapter dealing with the procedures for analysis. Attitudes 
toward the Head Start program are here defined as the organization 
of beliefs which predisposes a person to respond in some preferential 
manner to questions dealing with a variety of aspects of the Head 
Start program. These attitudes were determined by the score receiv ed 
from the scale employed by this study to as sess attitudes toward the 
Head Start program. 
Knowledge of the Head Start program. It wa.s determined that 
parents with participating children in Head Start who were favorably 
di sposed to the program should also be knowledgeable of the program. 
A detailed discussion of this scale may be found in the " Procedure 
fol' Analysis" section of this chapter. Knowledge of the Head Start 
- program is understood to be that which is determined by the score 
received from the scale utilized in this study to assess the extent 
of knowledge parents had with respect to the Head Start program. 
Participation patterns in Head Start activities. It was 
concluded that parents with children in the Head Start program did 
not tend to participate often in Head Start activities . A discuss ion 
of this question may be found in the following chapter section which 
discusses the procedure for analysis of the study variables . There­
fore , participation patterns in Head Start activities are defined 
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by the category into which each person pla ces himself in response 
to a question asking about general parenta1 .frequency of })articipa­
tion in Head Start activities. 
VI . PROCEDURE FOR ANALYSIS 
This part of the chapter describes the procedures utilized by 
this study for examina.tion of the sub-hypotheses  listed previously. 
Due to similarities e.nd differences in the a nalysis of the data this 
part will be divided into six sections under which will be found 
identification of the sub-hypotheses and the means employed for their 
analysis and/ or presentatiot. 
1 .  'I'his section relates to sub-hyptheses 1, 2, J , 6, 7 , 8 j9 , 10 ,  
and 1 1 � concerning family size, family income , family residence , the 
sex of the household head, the employment statuses o.f the parents, 
the ages of the parents, and the parent's education, respectively. 
Analysis of the respective data consisted of accumulation of case 
frequencies into releva nt categories and computation 9f group medians 
and means, if appropriate. It will be noted here , a.nd in regard to 
the remaining sub-sections, that presentation of data in Chapter V, 
Findings of the Study, involves citation of categoric&l cas0 fre­
quencies only. In this respect the author is following Blalock ' s  
sugg0stion th.at one should " •• • never compute a percentage unless the 
number of cases on which the percentage is based is in the neighbor-
14 hood of 50 or more • " 
14Hubert M. Blalock , Social Statistics ( New York : ·
 McGraw­
Hill Book Company·, Inc ., , 1960), pp . J26-J.58. 
2. This secti◊-11 i s  relevant tc sub-hy-pothesis  4, which 
stat.E.Js that, "The  study families will tend to be more � ocially 
isolated .. " Determination o.f thG extent of a family ' s j_solation 
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was computed on the ba sis of a differentially weighted index covering 
a number of arbitrari1y selected areas. The areas  were : fam.:ily 
visiting patt0rns--including the frequency of vi sitin.g with kin, or 
with friends and neighbors; membership in  organizations; contact 
wlth mass media--includ.ing posses sion of a radio or of a television 
set ,  the number o.f maga zines subscribed to, whether a daily, bi­
weekly, or weekly newspaper was received; and the presenc_e of a 
telephone in the home ., 
The scoring system ernployed consisted of assigning scores in 
accordance to the implication of isolation made by the 1,esponse. 
Therefore, those responses which would indicate that the fawJ.ly was 
isolated, with respect to each of the aspects listed previously ,  
would receive a lower score than would those responses indicating 
less  isolation. An i solation score was computed which included all 
of the scores received f.rom each of the items. Thus, the lower the 
total score, the greater the isolation. 
Table 2 demonstrates the categories included and the points 
the respondent would receive if he could be placed in that category. 
The procedure for determination of the tabular categories may be 
found included in the discussion of the table in the following 
chapter. 
Table 2. Farlli1y Social  Is olation Index 
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----------=================== -=-=-=�-=-=-=-===============.=---_-.,.= 
Isolation category Points reG0ived 
1. Family visits with friends and neighoor s  
more .frequently than with rela.tive s 
J?amily visits with !'elatives more often 
than with .friends. 
Family visits infrequent (1/month or les s) 
OX" not at all. 
2 .  Participation i n  more than five organiza­
ti.ons. 
3 
2 
1 
3 
Participation in three to five organizations . 2 
Participation in none to two organizations 1 
J . Own a t0levision s et .  
Own a radio. 
Receive more than five maga zines. 
Subscribe to a daily new spaper. 
Receive from three to five :magazines. 
Subscribe to a weekly or bi-weekly newspaper. 
Do not own a televi sion sot. 
Do not own a radio. 
Receive .from none to two magazines.  
Subscribe to no  new spaper . 
4. Presence of a phone in the home. 
No phone in the home. 
Maximum. - 21, Minimum - 7 .  
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
l 
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3. · The sub .. hypothesis  to  ,.rhich the pre sent section pe1•tains 
stateb that "The study families will tend to be more unstable .. tt 
Determination of family instability proceeded on the b9.sis o.f the 
total score received from a differentictlly weignt':)d. index . The 
weighting system was developed by presenting a list of tE,rr.1s A.nd 
situations to a cla s s  of 20 students who wera enrolled in a s ociology 
"Family" class the summer session o.f 1969 , at South Dakota State 
University. The cla ss was asked to rank the items p1•esented to the_m 
in terms of 11hich , in their opinions, were the stronger indicators 
of family instability . Frequency distributions of' the responses  were 
computed for the various items. Then different values were assigned 
to the - items on the basia  that the item most frequently cited as  an 
indication of family instability be given tJ.-i.e highe st value. Of the 
areas  included in the list ,  divorce ,  me.rital conflict , separation , 
and alcoholism, in that order , were the most frequently cited indica ­
tors of marital instability. Following these were children in con­
flict with the law , friction between parents ,  conflict and friction 
between children and parents , and parents in conflict with the law. 
With the exception of divorce or legal separation, which 
were assigned s cores of five, the response alternatives were con­
structed so as to allow f er some e sti mation of frequency of occur-• 
ranee for the areas previously mentioned. Thus, for the ques ti ons 
dealing with separation, and alcoholism, a value of five wa s assig
ned 
for h 1 .1. t ·  A value of four a.nd three a c eek under the " Oftentt a l,erna ive . 
were assigned to the "Occasionally" and "A  fe-w time5 " altern
ativ es ,  
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re$pectively. A s core of zero wns  a s sigr..ed -1:o the "Never" al terna-
tive for thes e  and the res t  o.f the questi0n� . The ques tions dealing 
with child1·en in :onflict with the h:w, c cr-�J i ct between parents and 
ch:ildren, and friction between pa1:·ents , had. &. s cor.e  oi' four assigned 
to the "Often" response ,  three to the " Occa :ionally" response,, and 
two to the "A few tima s : ,  response. The rerudnde1" of the questions 
were scored three s, two and one for the above mentioned alternatives. 
Deter•1ninatior.1 of tabular categorie s 0mployed ar8 discussed 
in the relevant portion in Chapter V, Findings of' the Study . 
4.  This seetion is relevant tn  five of the s ub�hypotheses-­
those concerning attitude� toward education, traditional family 
beliefs, anomie, time orientation, and lltti t11d0s tow·ard the Head 
Start program. f'_or all 'Jf these sub-hypotheses the same type o.f 
scaling technique wa. s employed to yield a composite score relative 
to each sub-hypothesis .  The scale form wa s of a surnmated rating 
. type, frequently referred to as a "Likert type" surnrnated. rating 
· sea.le . The scale provided each respondent with five answer a:l..ter­
natives. The alternatives were : " strongly ag:rtee:c " nmildly agree, "  
"mildly disagree, " " strongly disagree, " 2 nd "no response. n At the 
appropriate time during the interview the respondent was handed a 
card upon which the fj_rst four of the five alternatives cited above 
were typed, and from which the respondent wa s to select his anS".-ler 
alternative. The reason for not including tho "no respons e" alter­
native on the re spondent ' s  card was to avoid a common d.if.ficulty 
Wh . h · t· th o· f similar tvne alternatives. J.c occurs with its u5e or WJ. h e use · .., r 
It has been f'ound that. if a respondent does not feal completely 
comf or table in an :tnterview si tua ti on, or feels so�ewha t threatened�  
he will tend to use  a " no responsen type alternative as  a means of 
protection. It w�s decided that this opportunity would not be 
presented by not including it on the card, but that if the re spon­
dent was not able to Hnswer the question u sing the re spons es pre­
sented to him, then the "no response" alternative could be checked 
15 on the schedule and the interview could proceed. 
Scoring of the sca le items was accompli shed by the assign­
ment of decreasing values to the different responses with the 
greatest value assigned to the most affirmati ve response on posi­
tively stated items and to the least affirmative responses  on 
negatively stated items. 
Thus, for a positively worded question to which the respon-­
dent selected the " strongly agree" alternative, a score of four was 
assigned. The "mildly agree, " "mildly disagree, 19 and " strongly 
disagree" alternatives were scored three, two, or on� , respectively. 
If the respondent failed to respond to a question on any of the 
scales, no score was received and his res ponse scores were eliminated 
from the sample computations. The reason for eliminating a respona� 
dent from consideration in the computation of sample scores was due 
to the fact that to assign any score to an unanswered question and 
l5The reasoning behind the discussion above is �ase� upon . Kerlinger ' s explanation of summ.ated rating s:a:es _an� his d�s�u s s i on 
of forced-choice items and scales, as found in . Frea N. Keilinger, 
foundations of Behavior Research ( Chicago :  Holt, Rinehart arid 
Winston, Inc. , 1964) ,  pp .. 48Lr-485 and 496-497 � 
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include the composite score in the snnple computations would bi�-s 
the respondent' s scor0 a s  well as  thH sample score toward the :middle 
or toward eitber extreme � 
The determination of respondBnt scores into tabular categories 
proceeded on the basis of the "theoreti cal scores"  of the different 
scales �  Kerlinger has pointed out that one of tlrn characteristics of 
a surnmated rating scale is that all of the attitude items " • • •  are 
considered of approximately equal attitude value, Thus, groups 
were determined by dividing the range of possible scores by the number 
of alternative s available to the respondent which :resulted in four 
group categories into which respondents with complete scales were 
placed, and a fifth category which included those who we:re eliminated  
due to a "no response 1 1  alternative. In cases where the score range 
was not conducive to determining equal intra-cRtegory ranges, the 
" cutting points" were placed in such a way so as not to bias either 
of the extreme categories. (A schematic diagram. of the study attitude 
scale scoring system may be found in Appendix B.) 
Inasmuch as the scales were not equal in slze, the number of 
items included in the separate scales is cited in the discussion of 
findings relevant to each variable. 
5 .  This section pertains to sub-hypothesis 17 which states, 
"The parents of the study families will tend to be knowledgeable abo
1.1t 
the Head Start program. " 
16Ib . d  __ i_. ' 
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. 
Mu.J.U.ple-choice questions were utilized to determine the 
knowledge the respondents h.�d ·releva:it to different aspects of the 
Head Start program. All items consisted. of 1ncomplete statements 
which the :respondent would complete by expres sing agreemE111t with one 
of a number of alternatj_ye stat0rw:mts .  Scoring was based upon the 
total number. o.f cor1·ect responses  t.o each alternative .. Thus, a pers on 
would l"eceiv e a score of one , if he answered Hdisagx·ee" to an alter­
nativ0 that incorre ctly completed the partial statement. He would 
also receive a score of one for an •t agree" response to an alternative 
which correctly completed the incomplete statement. The respondent 
received no score if he selected the incorrect response to the alter­
native, or indicatBd that he did not know which response was correct. 
Table 3 shows the workings of this procedure . 
Don' t  
kn.ow 
DK 
DK 
DK 
DK 
-
Table 3. li;xample of Questlcns As·ses sing Parental 
Knowledge of the Head Start Program 
Please read before each statement : 
Agree Disagree The Head Start program is open to : 
A D A .  Only grade school children . 
A D B.  Only preschool children . 
A D c .  Pres chool children and some 
kindergarten children. 
A D D .  Only kindergarten childrenc 
Th · d + responses each of which , if e responses underline are correc � · , 
l · f Sel ection of other than se ected would receive a score o one. -
th 
' 
d + · d ' cate no knowledge and e responses underlined was assume 1.10 in l 
received no score. 
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There were twenty-one possible corre ct &lternative responses. 
Conseq·J.ently , scores could range from a minimum of zero, if a re spon­
dent selected none of the correct responses , to a maximum of twenty­
one f�r a person who selected all of ths correct re sponses . Deter­
nrl..nation of the tabular categories is di scussed in the relevant 
portton of Chapter V, Findings of the Study .. 
6 . This section pertains to the analysis  procedure utilized 
for sub-hypothesis 18 , dealing with the participation of parents in 
Head Sta't't a ctivities. The method employed to a s sess  parental pa.r­
ticipation patterns consisted of asking one question to which the 
interviewee was instructed to respond by placing himself in on6 of 
three categories. The question asked : "How often wo\1J.d you e stimate 
you as a parent do, or did, participate in the Head Start progrrunJ " 
The response alternatives provided were :  "often, " " sometime s , "  
" seldom. or none. " The tabular categories found in Chapter V ,  F5_ndings 
of the Study, were determined by the number of respondents selecting 
each of the above mentioned alternatives. 
£.hapter Summary 
The preceding chapter was designed to provide the reader with 
an understanding of the design o.f the s tuciy � Included in this chapter 
Were · · · · th bac1 •. ,gro1llnd of the study, the selec-six maJor par�s covering e � 
tion of the respondents, the structure of the interview instrmnent, 
the collection of the data, definitions of study concepts and charac­
teristics , and the procedures employed in the analysis of the vari­
ables incorporated in the eighteen sub-hypotheses. 
Attention will now be placed on Chapter V, Findings of the 
Study . Herein will be found a discussion of the findings of this 
investigation relevant to each of the previously mentioned sub­
hypotheses . 
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CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of the present chapter is to present the findings 
of this study with respe ct to the sub-hypotheses developed to fa cili­
tate the attainment of the two objectives of the study. Thus , the 
findings will be pres ented in three parts . The first part will 
discuss the extent to which the study sample possesses sele cted 
characteristics of poverty , in accordance with the first study obj e c­
tive which was , "To determine the extent to which a sample of Head 
Start families possess  certain social and demographic characteristics 
which have been cited as common among families participating in the 
Head Start program ,  or among poverty f arnilies in general. '' The 
second part is devoted to fulfilling the second study objective 
which was , "To as sess parental attitudes , knowledge , and frequency 
of participation of a sample of Head Start families with respe ct to 
the Head Start program." The third part is a summary· presentation of 
all the findings with r espect to their consistency , or lack of con-
1 sisten.cy, with the s tudy sub-hypotheses . 
I. FINDINGS PERTINENT TO OBJECTIVE ONE 
It was pointed out in previous chapters  that the objectives  
and design of the Head start program appear to be based upon a 
1 • d · the i· nterview schedule for A list of the questions use in 
the study variables  may be found in Appendix A, "The Interview 
Schedule. " 
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e. conception which views people in  poverty as  members of a culture 
o:r subculture of poverty . It was  also shown that a corollary to 
this conception i s  the a s sumption that persons in povel'.'ty should 
tend tc pos se s s  similar characteri�tics due t o  the similarity of 
their environments . Then l:iterature whi ch described pe'!'f.ons i n  
poverty wa s reviewed , after which, certain selected ch&ra.cteristics 
were listed. Those characteristics will now be examined in terms 
of their frequency of occurrence among the study sample of Scf,1th 
Dakota Head Start famili e s. 
Family size � The review of literature revealed that families 
in poverty tend to be large in si z,e . Thi s was alGo found to be the 
case wi th the study sample of South Dakota Head Sta.r t fam __ i_lies  
( Table 4) . 
Table 11,. Family Size of Study Sample 
N1.unber of member s Frequency 
Total 
Mean 
4 or les s  
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
11 or more 
7 
9 
8 
13 
44 
7 . 95 
t may be made with the se data . A report Interesting contras s 
of the Bureau of Census which listed selected charac
teristics of 
9 1 
persons and families as of Mareh s 1 969 ,  stated that the mean __ sj.:ze 
of housaholds in the United States was J . 19 per sons . '--- Also, a 
report by tho Offj_ce of Child Development, gave the average family 
size for a na.tionally :representative sample of Hea.d Start families 
as six family :mAmbers. 3 However , for the study sample, th.e average 
family size was eight .. It may also be noted that fewer than one 
out oi' seven sa.mple families had les s  than fiva fa:rrij_ly members, 
while slightly more than one out of three families had seven or 
fewer persons, and almost hall the sample reported nine or more 
family members.  
The observed differences in statistj_cs on family size 
between the study sample, the sample of the population of the Unit0d 
States, and the nati onal sample of Head Start famili es may bG 
partially accountsd for on the basj_ s of differences in sampling 
p-rocedures used by the different studies. The Census Bureau 
statisticB were on the average size of households in the United 
States. This description includes single persons living separately, 
as well as parents and children. The O. C. D. report referred to a 
sample of all Head Start families which includes fatherles s families 
2 united States Department of Commerce,  Bureau of the Census , 
"Population Characteristics : Selected Characteristics of Persons and 
Families :  March 1969 , u Current Population Re·ports (Washington, D. C. : 
United States Government Printing Office, Series P-20, No . 1 89, 
August 18 , 19 69 ). 
· 3nepartment of Heal th, Education, and 1-Je�f are, Office of Child 
Developmentj Project Head Start 1965-1967: 2P · cJ_t. , P •  16 • 
11:ving on welfa re  as well as  otht�r 1ow-income families. As was 
noted previously- , the sample used i.n this study includod only 
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families who were receiving U . S , D , A..  food commodities and who were 
not on Public Assistance or receiving Soci al Security benefits.  
With these limitations in mind , the findings niay be seen, 
then, as be:i.ng consistent with the expActation:3 of sub-hypothesis 
one, 
,EQ_mily income. In every ciefini tion of poverty reviewed by 
this author, low-fam.i.ly income has been included as a maj or cri­
terion . The Bureau of the Census reported that the median family 
income of a sample o.f the Um.ted States population in 1968 was 
$8 , 600, an adjusted increase of 4 percent over the previous year . 4 
The O . C.D. repo�t on Head Start families acr oss the nation in the 
1967 SUillltJe'!'.' program stated that about three-fourths of the sample 
fal1l.ilies earned lo s s  than $5 , 000 per year, and showed the median 
' family inco1i1e to be between $.3 , 000 and $.3, 999 . 
It was found that all hl:t one of this study's sample families 
reported less than $5 , 0 0 annual family income, but that four-fifths 
of these families rui d incomes over $1, 999, as can be seen in the 
following table .. 
4
·Dapartment of Commer ce, Bureau of the Census, Current 
Population Reports :  "Population CharB. cte ristics, 11  P · 1 . 
5Department of Health , Education, and Welfare, Office of 
-Child Development ; Project Head Sta1"t  196 5-196 7 , P •  41 . 
6Toid .. 
Table 5 .  Annual Family In�ome of Study Sample , 1968ul969 
AnnuRl income Sample frAquency 
Total 
Median 
$1 , 999 or less 
2 , 000 - 2 , 999 
3, 000 - 3 , 999 
4, 000 ·- 4 , 999 
5, 000 or more 
9 
12 
13 
9 
1 
44 
$3 , 000 
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The median family income for the South Dakotn sample of Head 
Start families was found to be $3 , 000 , which tends to be consi stent 
with the median family income of the national sample of Head Start 
families. Consequ�ntly j it may be concluded that the findings of 
this study, in r.elaticn  to family income, are consistent with the 
expectations of sub-hypothesis two. 
Farm or non-.farrn residence. Rural residency was cited as a 
characteristic of' poverty families. However , this does not appear 
to be the case either with this study ' s sample, or with the 1967 
national sample of summer program Head Start families. The O.C. D. 
report showed that nine out of ten f �milies reported non-farm 
residency. ? While such dramatic proportions were not found with 
this study• s sample , over two-thirds reported that· they did not 
·reside on a farm as seen in the f ollowing table. 
Total 
Table 6 . Farm or Non-farm Residency of the Study Sample 
Residence 
Farm 
Non-farm 
Sample frequency 
lJ 
Jl 
¼4 
94 
The difference in proportions of families living on farms 
between the O. C. D. sample and the present study sample is likely a 
reflection of the rural nature of the study s ample state. Nonethe­
less, the finding of this study in relation to the residence of the 
South Dakota sample of Head Start. families i s  consistent w:i.th · the 
expectations of sub-hypothesis three. 
Family isolati on.  As was mentioned in the review of litera­
ture, poverty families tend to be out of contact with other people. 
Judged in terms of a differentially weighted scale, including visiting 
patterns , organizational membership, and the presence of a radio, 
television,  telephone, or magazine s and newspapers , it was found that 
the South Dakota sample of Head Start families did not tend to strongly 
fit the expected patter n. The scoring system utilized yielded a lower 
score for more is olated families . The dichotomy indicating more or 
less isolation was made on the basis of the total range of point s  
possible. With a miniml11Il possible score of seven, and a maximum 
possible score of twenty-one, it was decided that those families who 
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received a score of fourteen or less would be consid ered .nore isolated, 
while those scoring .fifteen or above would b6 considered � fo·!' the 
purposes of this study, as less isolated. The findings are displayed 
in Table 7 ., 
Tota l 
Table 7. Extent of Family Isola tic-n of Study SB.mple 
Ex:tent of isolation 
More isolated 
Less isolated 
Sample frequency 
17 
27 
44 
It can be seen that almost two-thirds of the sample families 
were classified as less isolated. However, it must be noted that 
almost three-fourths of the scores fell within two pcints abov e or 
below the mid-point of 14 . 5. This fact may be a reflection of the 
adequacy of a scale based upon objective data, or the inadequacy of 
the scoring system employed. It may be concluded, however, that the 
sample did not tend to display a trend toward family isolation as was 
anticipated, thus, the findings are not consistent with the expecta-
tions of sub-hypothesis four. 
F ' J  · ' b ' l ' t  B ��-Y J_ ns·ca i i y. The literature on poverty indicated that 
poor families are often unstable families. Thus, a measure of family 
8The items used for determination of family instability are 
found in Appendix A ,  section VIII , items -42 -4 9. 
in�tability wa s designed wh�_ ch 5. ncluded, and differentinlly weight(➔d, 
such itemB as divor ca or legal separation ,  parents leaving home due 
to marital conflict, alcoholism, children or parents in conflict with 
the law, friction be t.ween parents, and friction between parents and 
children. ��he scoring system employed yielded J 1ighe1· 5cores for the 
more unstable f amilia [1 and lowe:.· scores for the less  unstable 
families ., Separation of sccres into the "mo�:8 1 1  or "1ess"  catego,:•ies 
was deterr.iined by the mid-point of the range of the possible points. 
'l'hus, with a :maximum possible score of thirty-three points, and a 
minimum possible score of zero points j a score of saventeen or more 
was considered , .for this  study, to be indica ting mc.,re f amily insta­
bility, while a score of sixteen or le ss  was considered as indicati ng 
less  family intib.bili ty . The findings are shown in the following 
table. 
Table 8. Ex:tent of FRrn.ily Instability in Study Sample 
Extent of family instability 
More family instability 
Less family instability 
Total 
Sample frequency 
5 
39 
44 
One-tenth of the study f amilie s indicated more family insta­
bility, and of those  the highest score receivad was twenty. It was 
also found thnt about four-fifths of the families received score s  of 
9 7 
ten or 1 0 s s indica ti ng that the faitlilies , at  lea st as :m.ea sur,3d by 
this index , 1-Tere generally quite stable . It i s  folt that  biases  may 
have been inherent in the sca1e , bowever, in that the type of ques­
tions a. sked of the respondents tended to be of a personal nature. 
Thus, any tendency for the interviewee to respond in a manner which 
would not reflect negatively upon himself m2.y have become an inte:!'.'­
vening variable which would h�ve been reflected in the total score. 
With these quali.fica tions in mi rid ,  it may be cmlcluded that the 
findings of this study were not consistent with the expectations of 
sub-hypothesis five. 
Sex of household head. It has been stated that the chances 
.for a family to be poor increase if the household head is  fem.2,le . 
The O.C. D .  report f or Head Start families participating in the 1967 
summer program showed that better than one out of five families of 
their sample had a f' emale household head. 9 However, a dispropor-­
tionate number of female household heads was not found among this 
study ' s sample of Head Sta. rt f a:rrilies , ( Table 9) . 
The proportion of study families with a female household. 
head is about one-half that cited in the O. C. D .  report . Fewer than 
one out of nine families in the South Dakota sample reported a 
female as the housebold head. This may be partially explained by · 
the method employed to sele ct the sample of families which eliminated 
9 th Ed t · d 1 Jelfare Office of Child Department of Heal , ·. uca ion, an v , - , 
Developmer..t , Project Head Start 7 965-19§1,, p .. 40. 
families on Public Assista.nc0. Thu3, the study sample did not 
conta��n .fatherles s families wi th dependent. children which wer.6 
receiving welfare payments .  
Total 
Table 9 . Sex of Household Head of Study Sample 
Sex of household head 
A .  Male 
B. Female 
Sample frequency 
39 
5 
44 
It may be concluded, then, that the finding of this stud,v 
related to the sex of the household head was not consistent with 
the expectatj_ ons of sub-hypothesis six. 
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Employment cha r2.cteristics of the parents. It was indicated 
in the literature reviewed that unemployment is a characteristic 
problem among families in poverty. Statistics from the O. C� D .  
report, however, do not provide strong evidence for this contention , 
at least in relation to Head Start families. Only about one-eighth 
of the national sample reported an unemployed father among the s ur,uner 
1967 f · 1 · 10 program ami ies . However, two-thirds of the fathers were 
10 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of 
Child Development , Project Head Start 1965-1962,, P ·  38 . 
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emp�oyed the full twelve months of the previous year and seven­
eighths were employed s even months or more of the preceding year . 11 
Considering the fathers in the South D�kota sample , it was 
found that all were employed at the time of the study. It was als o  
determined that well over four-fifths were employed in full-time 
j obs , while one-tenth had part-time jobs only, and one father reported 
being employed in both a full-time and a part-time j ob a s  well. How­
ever , the South Dakota father s were also not i:mmune to problems of 
unemployment . It was found that more than one-fifth had been unemployed 
at some time during the preceding twelve months .  But, the number of 
fathers in the South Dakota sample who said they were employed s even 
months or more of the previous year was thirty-seven out of thirty� 
nine reporting (Table 10 ) . 
Table 10 . Employment Characteri stics of Fathers in Study Sample 
Total 
Total · 
Employment status 
Unemployed 
Employed 
Employed 
Full-time only 
Part-time only 
Both part-time and full-time 
Sample fathers 
0 
39 
39 
J4 
4 
1 
39 
100 
It was also stated in the literature that there were generally 
more persons who were gainfully employed among poverty family members. 
Looking at the employment status of mothers among the O.C. D. Head 
Start sample, it was found that over one-fourth of the mothers were 
12 
employed. The same category for this study' s sample showed that 
almost two-fifths of these mothers reported having a job. Of these 
job-holding mothers, the majority (two-thirds) were employed part­
time ( Table 11 ) . 
Table 1 1. Employment Characteristics of Mothers in Study Sample 
Employment status Sample mothers 
Unemployed 27 
Employed 17 
Total 44 
Employed 
Full-time 6 
Part-time 11 
Total 17 
In consideration of the employment status of the fathers 
and of the mothers, it may be concluded that these findings are not 
consistent with the expectations. 
12 Ibid. , p. 40 . 
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Age of P_�£ts .  It was indicated in the literature revi w 
that the propensity for pove :i:-ty increa sed for those fnrnilies with a 
very young or o1d household head. However ,  while this may be char­
acte ristic for all poverty families ,  d1.fferences  in a ge may be 
expected to exist when dealing with a sample of farr.d.lies  with 
children i n  the Head Start program., Head Start is  d� signed primarily 
fo-r pres chool children. In considerati on 0f the a s sumption that the 
younger the age of the child the younger  will be the age of his 
parents, it seems reasonable to conclude that pa·.cents in the olde :c 
age categories would be an exception .. This conclusion is  borne out 
by figures found i n  the nati onal sample of Head Start families. The 
O. C . D  .. report fo� ... the families in the 1967 su.rr.mer Head Start program 
showed that over ninety-five out of every one-hundred .fathers 
reported their ages to be between twenty and fifty-five . 13 Likewi se, 
the age of the fathers in the South Dakota s ample was not found to 
vary at all from the proportion found in the O. C. D. s ample . The study 
sample had thirty-seve n  out of its thirty-nine fathers falling in the 
twenty-�one to fj_fty-four year s age category with the remaining two 
fathers in the fifty-five to sixty-four age category (Table 12 ) .  
In regard to the age of Head Start mothers acros s the nation, 
the O.C . D. report showed a proportion which was greater than that of 
th t d S 1- t f th 
14 Fewer than one out of e na · ional sample of Hea ·var a i ers . 
13nepartment of Health, 
Chi' ld . d DevelopmGnt, Proje ct He� 
14-·b · d �9 �- ' p. ,I • 
Education, and Welfare, Office of 
Start, 1965-196Z, P• J7 . 
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eve_ry- one-hundred mothers reported their age to be in any category 
other than the twenty-one to fifty-four year category. Again, the 
South Dakota sample tended to concur , almost exactly ,  with the 1967 
national sample. All of the South Dakota Head Start mothers reported 
their ages to be in the twenty-one to fifty-four age category (Table 
12 ) .  
Age 
Under 
2 1-34 
3.5-44 
4.5-.54 
.5.5-64 
6.5 and 
Total 
Median 
Table 12 . Ages of Parents in Study Sample 
Fathers Mothers 
2 1  0 0 
14 23 
13 16 
10 
2 
over 0 0 
39 44 
40 33 
Of perhaps greater interest is that while more than one-third 
of the fathers were found to be under thirty-five years of age, over 
one-half of the mothers were in this category. In fact almost nine­
tenths of the mothers were in the child-bearing years under forty-
five (Table 12 ) .  
It may also be noted that a difference exists between the 
�edian ages of the fathers and mothers . On the average the mothe
rs 
'Were married to men who were seven years older than themselve
s. 
Nonetheless with respect to the age distributions antici
pated, the 
findings tend to be consistent with the oxpoct aticns inherent in 
sub-hypothe sis sev,3n . 
lOJ 
F.du cation of parent�. It has c0nstantly been emphasized that 
educa.tion appears to be a primary determinant in whether a. family will 
be poor . Stress is placed on findings which show proportionately 
more people in poverty complating fewer years of s cl100L It is  fre­
quently pointed out that ma.ny pers·ons in poverty have not completed 
more than eight years of school. 
It was reported in a United State s Census bulletin on a 
sample of the United States population taken March, 1969, that the 
median years of school completed for persons bet·ween the ages of 
15 twenty-one and sixty-five j --was  slightly over twelve years. · The 
O. C.D .  report pre sented figures on the proportion of its national 
sample of Head Start fathers and mothers · in the 1967 summer prog'i"Rm 
who had completed eight years or less of formal education " Here, 
well over two-fifths of the fathsrs, 16 and well und.er one-third of 
1,..,. the mothers I had completed eight or less years in school. Almost 
18 f . , . h 
1 9 h , one-half of these fathers and two-thirds o "Gne mo-c, ers .. au
l5United States Department of Commerce , The Bureau of the 
Census, Cur ·.cent Population- Repol."ts, "Population Characteristics, " p.  9 .  
16Depa.rtment of Hea lth � Education, and Welfare,  Office of Child 
Development, Proje ct Head Start 196,5-196Z, P · 37 . 
l?Ib ' d 39 --1:-• ' P •  • 
37 . 
39 .  
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completed nine to twelve years of edu.ca.tio:1, and about one i.11 t:iirteen 
20 21 of the f 3-thcrs , a. s compared to one in seventeen o.f the mothers, 
had completed thirte en or more years of school .  
The findings for the Sm1th Dakota sam.ple did show some dif­
ference s in education fo-:- mothers and fathers a s  compared to the 
O . C . D. report. Almost one-half of the fathers in the South .Dakota 
sample had completed eight years or les s  of school , while iess th.s.n 
two-fj_fths had c o:mpleted from nine to twelve years of education. 
However, the proportion increases to over one-half when including 
those with completed education beyond twelve years (Table lJ ) .  
Table lJ. Formal Education of the Parents in Study Sample 
Total 
Median 
Education in years 
0 - 8 
9 - 1 2  
13 or more 
Father frequency Mother frequency 
19 11 
1.5 29 
5 4 
39 4  
8 • .5 11 
For the sample of South Dakota mothers, about one-quarter 
had completed eight years of school, or less. About the same pro­
portion of the South Dakota Head Start mothers, as in the O.C . D  ..
20Ibid . , p . 37 . 
21 Ibid. ,  p. J9 . 
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sample of mothers, had completed from nine to twelve years of educa­
tion, with two-thirds of the study sample mothers falling in this 
group. In addition, about one-tenth of the mothers of the South 
Dakota samp�e had completed their education beyond the high school 
level (Table lJ). 
It is apparent that the mothers in the South Dakota sample of 
Head Start families tend to be better educated than the sample fathers. 
The median education level for fathers was determined to be eight and 
one-half years, while the median for the mothers was found to be 
eleven years. The mothers median is slightly below that of the 
national average. 
Thus, it may be concluded that the findings related to the 
formal education of the fathers and mothers of the study sample of 
Head Start families tend to be consistent with respect to the expec­
tations from sub-hypothesis ten as concerns the sample fathers, and 
sub-hypothesis eleven concerning the sample mothers. 
Attitudes toward education.2 2  It was pointed out in the 
review of literature that people in pove�ty generally tend to view 
education favorably due possibly to the occupational advantages it 
may offer. Thus, a scale was employed to assess the extent of 
22 The items used in assessing attitudes toward education 
lllay be found in Appendix A, question 40, items 2 4-J2 .  
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favorableness toward education among the parents o.f the South .D�kota 
sample of Head Sta:ct families. 23 
The sc�le consisted of nina ques •:•.i ons which dealt with the 
value placed on education. A person receiving a. higher scora would 
be considered to perceive the value of education in a more strongly 
favorable way. Table 14 display8 the frequencies of cases found 
within the different categories. 
Total 
'l'a.ble 14. Attitudes Toward Edu.cation 
Attitudes Sample frequency 
Strongly favorable 
Mildly favorable 
Mildly unfavorable 
Strongly unfavorable 
No response 
23 
8 
2 
0 
11 
44 
The South Dakota group of Head Start families tend to show 
strongly favorable attitudes toward educa.tion with only two out of 
forty-four sco-r.ing Jnto an unfav orable category ( Table 14) . However, 
caution is advised in the interpretation of the table in that there 
23A discussion of the procedure for determining the tabular 
categories for all of tho attitude scales employed in this stud�,r may 
be found in the preceding chapter under "Procedure for Analys i s. "  
In addition, the reader is referred to Appendix B which contains a 
detailed step-wise presentation of the scoring system. 
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w ere one-fourth of the 1· espondents classif::_ed in the ' 1 no �esponse" 
catqgory . Also , when looking only at these .whose re sponse scores 
placed them in the "strongly agree" ·cat0gory, j_t, may be seen that 
slightly more than half of the r.espondsnts were included here. Thus , 
while i.t is possible to f'.ay that the respondents tended to view 
education favorz.bly ,  it would be unwise to conclude their fe.vor&.ble­
ness is strong in intensity . Nonetheless , the findings tend to show 
consistency with the expectations in sub-h;ypothesis twelve. 
2L1-Traditional family beliefs . Another characterization of 
the poor which was found in the literature reviewed was their more 
traditional beliefs  about family life. On the basis 0£ th8 relevant 
sub-hypothesis it would be expected that the S outh Dakota sample of 
low-incomE.: Head Sta rt families would a.lso display more traditional 
attitudes toward f�mily r elationships. 
To measure beliefs with respect to family relationships a 
scale was constructed consisting of four questions. All of the 
questions were worded in such a way that agreement would indicate 
the presence of traditional family beliefs. Thus, a respondent 
recei-ying a hi�her cumulative score on this scale was considered to 
have more traditional family beliefs whereas a person receiving a 
lower score was considered to be holding more democratic family 
· beliefs. 
24The items used to assess family beliefs may be found in 
Appendix. A,  question 40 , items JJ-J6 .  
Tota.l 
Table 1.5 � Beliefs  About Family Rel ationships 
Attitudes 
Strong]y traditional 
Mildly traditional 
M_i.ldly democratic 
Strongly democratic 
No response 
Sample .frequen�y 
1 8  
21 
2 
0 
3 
1 08 
It is apparent, from examination of Table 15 , that the 
sample does tend to hold more traditional belief s  with respect to 
family relations.  About two-fifths of the respondents' scores fell 
in the "strongly traditional" category and almost one-half of the 
respondents fell in the "mildly traditional" c ategory . Looking at 
the categories indicating more democratiq beliefs , j_t, may be seen 
that two response scores fell in the "mildly democratic" category 
while none were found in the "Strongly democratic" category. Over 
nine-tenths of the respondents di.splayed some degree ·of traditional 
beliefs with respect to their family relationships.  Thus, it may 
be concluded that the majority of the South Dakota s.�mplfl of Head 
Start families do show traditional family beliefs with a definite 
tendency toward strong traditional beliefs, which is consistent 
With the expectations derived from sub-hypothesis thirteen. 
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Extent of anomie. 25 In the review of literature, a nmnber 
of authors were cited as saying that the poor , as a consequence of 
their poverty situation, tend to be demoralized, and fatalistic in 
their outlook on life, or, as some contend, the roor tend toward 
anomie. A scale consisting of five questions was employed to measure 
anomie. The wording of the questions was such that agreement would 
indicate anomie. Thus, a higher total score was considered to 
indicate more anomie .  Table 16 displays the response patterns of 
this study' s  sample. 
Total 
Table 16. Extent of Anomie 
Ex:tent of anomie Sample frequency 
Strong anomie 
Mild anomie 
Weak anomie 
Little o:r no anomie 
No response 
4 
11 
14 
11 
44 
Interpretation of the above table indicates that the study 
sample of Head Start families does possess some anomic attitudes . 
· Almost one-tenth of the sample scores indi cated the presence of strong 
anomie, and one-fourth of the scores indicated the presence of mild 
anomie. However, almost one-third of the sample cases were found in 
25The items utilized to assess the extent of ano:mie may be 
found in Appendix A, Question 40, items 12 -16. 
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the "weak anomie" category, and another one-fourth of the :respondent's 
scores indicated the presence of little or no anomic attitudes. 
When the table is viewed grouping all but the "little anomie" 
or " no response0 categories, it may be seen that two-thirds of the 
respondents indicated the presence of anomic attitudes to some 
degree . Thus, it inay be concluded that while the anomie scale used 
in this study did indicate the presence of anomic attitudes among 
the South Dakota sample of Head Start families , the extent of anomie 
displayed by the majority of the families tended to be from weak to 
mild which is not consistent with the expectations from sub-hypothesis 
fourteen. 
T . . t t · 26 .ime orien a ion . In the previously reviewed literatur0 it 
was found that the poor tend to develop a time perspect:i.ve which is 
oriented to immediate gratification of present neods or desires when 
dealing with a life situation which makes planning .for the future 
either impractical or impos sible. 
There were seven questions utilized to indicate the time 
orientation of the respondents. The scoring was  such that a highe.r 
score was interpreted as indicating a tendency toward a present time 
orientation and a lower score as indicating a more future orienta­
tion. A strong present time orientation was not found among the 
study sample of Head Start fanrl.lies (Table 17) • 
· 26 t · t ·  or1.· entation may be found The items used to de ernune llTle 
in Appendix A ,  Question 40 , items 17-2J . 
Table 17 . Present/Future Time Orientation 
Time orientation Sample frequency 
Strongly pres ent O 
Mild ly _ pres ent 5 
Mildly future 17 
Strongly future 21 
No respons e 1 
Total 44 
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It may be s een that there was no indication among the respon­
dents of a strong present time orientation, and that fewer than one­
fifth of the respondents indicated a mild present time orientation. 
The tendency was, instead, to a future time perspective. ALmo st two­
fifths of the respondents indicated a mild future orientation and 
almost one-half dispJ.ayed a strong future orientation . Thus, it 
lll.ay be concluded that the South Dakota sample of Head Start families 
show a time perspective oriented to the future which is not con­
sistent with the expectations deriving from sub-hypoth_esis fifte en . 
Summary of Part One 
It has been the purpose of the previous section to pre s ent 
the findings in relation to the general descriptive hypothe s i s  which 
Was derived from the conceptual orientation and constructed to fulfill 
the first objective of this study. In summary, then, it was found 
that the study sample tended to have unusually large families living 
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on a low family income, residing in non-farm dwellings. The families 
were les s socially isolated than expected and showed a strong tendency 
toward family stability. A majority of the households were headed by 
a male who was employed full-time and had been for the previous twelve 
months, while about a quarter of the mothers were employed on a part­
time basis. 
Almost all of the parents were between twenty-one and fifty­
four years of age, and the mothers tended to have completed almost 
three year s more school than the father ' s  eight and one-half years. 
Most of the respondents tended to be strongly favorable 
toward education, showed a tendency to hold s trong traditional 
beliefs with respect to family relationships, displayed a weak to 
mild tendency for anomie, and tended toward a strong future orienta-
ti t t .  27 on with respect to their i.me perspec ives . 
Attention will now turn to part two of this chapter , dealing 
with the attitudes, knowledge, and patterns of participation of the 
study sample with respect to the Head Start program. 
II. PARENTAL ATTITUDES , KNOWLEffiE , AND PARTICIPATION PATTERNS 
Introduction 
It was stipulated in the introductory chapter that the s econd 
objective of this study was to as ses s parental attitudes and knowledge 
2
7The reader is referred to .Appendix C wherein he will find 
detailed tables which compare percentages between the O. C. D. report 
1967 summer progranl participants , and th� S?uth Dakota sample of 1969 
Head Start families, on a variety of variab�es . 
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with respect t o  the Head Start program, a s  well a s  parental participa­
tion patterns in 1->rogram activ ities .  
The literature reviewed , pertinent t o  this objeetiv0 , suggested 
that attitudes toward He ad Start as well as k!low1edge of the program 
should be high. It was also indica.ted that general participation 
patterns of the parents should be low . The followJ.ng part of the 
present chapt0r will deal with the sub-hypotheses related to the 
second study objective . 
Attitudes Toward the Head Start Progra m  
It was b.ypothesized that u t,he study sample of Head .Sta rt 
parents will tend to hold positive attitudes toward the Head Start 
program. " As may be seen in the definition of "attitude, " found in 
the previous cha�ter, a general attitude may be comprised .of a 
number of components including more specifi c beJ. j_efs 7 attitudes , or 
values. Thus, it is possible that a person could express a generally 
' favorable attitude toward the Head Start program, but reveal, upon 
more detailed examination, that there are certain of the component s 
with which he is  not in favor .  Thus, realizing this pos sibility ✓ 
the scale employed to measure parental attitudes toward the Head 
Start program consisted of five sections . These sections were con­
cerned with parental attitudes toward the effects of Head Start on 
their participating child, the effects of the child's pa rticipation 
on the rest of the f amily, the administration of the pr ogr·am, the 
facilities of the cla ssr ooms, and stigmatization from association 
with the Head St,!1rt prog!_'am. Each of the five · sec:tions will be -
-':""' -
discussed separately below.  At th0 end of the discussion of the 
five sections a brief summary will reiterate the findings which will 
then be tnterpreted in an attempt to determine the overall attitude 
of the study sample toward the Head Start program. 
Attitudes toward the effect of Head Start on the participating. 
child . 28 Williams and Evans stated in thei r discussion of the Westing­
house report that Head Start parents tended to be fa.vo-r•able with res­
pect to the influence of Head Start on their child . 29 This conclusion 
is supported by the findings of this study (Table 18). 
Table 18. Attitudes Toward Head Start: Effects on the Child 
Total 
Attitudes 
Strongly favora ble 
Mildly favorable 
Mildly unfavorable 
Strongly unfavorable 
No response 
Sample frequency 
2J 
- 1 4  
1 
0 
6 
A maj ority of the respondents were found to hold favorable 
e.tti tud.es toward the effect of the Head Start program on their child 
28 · attitudes toward the effect. of The items used in assessing 
Head Start on the participating child may be found in Appendix A,  
section XI, Items 1 - -10 ) 12, lJ • 
29 d r h w Evans, The Annals, p. l25. Walter Williams an t, O n • 
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( Te.bl.a 18 ) .  In fact, nea:rly six out of ten of· thosa p�.rents r_e �pon .... 
ding held strongly favor·2.ble attitudes toward this effect of the 
program. Only one I'e spondent indicated an unfavorable atti tu.de 
toward this effect o.f the program which was m5.ldly unfavorable. 
Six of those parents interviewed did not respond to all of these  
questions and were classified as  " no  response. n Even if all of 
these six parents hold negative attitudes toward this aspect of 
the program, those with unfavorable attitudes w ould be less than 
one .. fifth of the respondents. 
Effects of child' s participa tion on the family. JO It was 
hYPothesized that parents with children in Head Start would be 
favorable toward the program. Consequently , it was expected that 
the study sample of Head Start parents would be fav-orably disposed 
to the effects of their child's participation in Head Start on the 
rest of the family. 
The findings of this stu.dy lend strong support f or this 
expectation ( Table 19 ) .  It can be seen in the table that four­
fifths of the respondents scored into the strongly favorable cate­
gory, and more than nine-tenths of the respondents scored favorably 
'When both the strongly and mildly favorable categories were con
-
�idered together. 
JO'l,he items used in assessing attitudes
 tov?ard the effects 
of the child • s participati on on the family are locat
ed in Appe ndix A, 
section XI, items 11 , 14, 15 , 16 . 
Table 19 e Attitudes Toward Head Start :  Effects on the Fam:i�y 
Total 
Attitudes 
Strongly f -�vor a ble 
Mildly favorable 
M:I.ldly unfavorable 
Strongly unfavorable 
No response  
Sample frequency 
35 
6 
0 
0 
3 
44 
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Attitudes tow a.rd tbe administration of Head Start.. Jl If, as 
ha s  been indicat0d �  parents are favorably di sposed towa-rd the Head 
Start program, it may be expected that they would also be favorable 
toward tho administration of the progrA.m. This was general;I.y found 
to be true among the study sample ( Table 20). 
Total 
Table 20. Attitudes Towe.rd the Administration of 
the Head Start Program 
Attitudes 
Strong]� favorable 
Mildly favorable 
Mildly unfavorable 
Strongly unfavorable 
No response 
Sample frequency 
22 
1 8  
0 
o . 
4 
44 
31The items used for determining attitude� towa
rd t�.1.e 
administration of the program are found in App
endix A., section XI , 
items 17--21, 27. 
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While the trend wa .s not as strongly favorable a s  was found 
in the scale referring to the effe cts on the family ? strongly 
favorable attitudes were still more frequently found . One-haH' of 
the respondents  fell into the strongly favorable category while 
slightly more than two-fifths  scored into the mildly favorable 
group. Nonethele s s ,  over nine-tenths of the respondents were 
favorably disposed to the administration of Head Start, and no one 
was found to be unfavorable to any degree . 
32 Atti tudes toward the .facilities  of the Head Start cl2. s sroom. 
It was indicated from the review of literature that Head Start 
parents strongly approve o.f the Head Start program. Consequently, 
one could expect str ong favorc1blenes s  with respe ct to questions 
regarding the adequacy of facilities in the Head Start classrooms. 
Table 21 shows the distribution of respondents by type of attitude 
held toward classroom facilities . 
Total 
Table 21 . Attitudes Toward the Facilities of the 
Head Start Classrooms 
Attitudes  
Strongly favorable 
Mildly favora ble 
Mildly unfavorable 
Strongly unfavorable 
No response 
Sample frequency 
24 
1 3 
1 
0 
6 
32 attitudes toward the classroom The items used to assess 
facilities  are lccated in Appendix A, section XI , items 23-26. 
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It is  appa:cent that this sample o.f Head Start parents -tends 
to be favorable with respect to the fa ciliti es of the _ program class­
l"oom . More +han one-half of the respondents fell in the 1 1 strong}y 
favorable t i  catego-r.r, while fewer than one-third were in the "mildly 
favorable" categor·y. One respondEmt was found in the Hrnildly 
unfavorable" category .. 
.§.!l.gmati zation from a ssociation with the Hea.d St&:::-t program. 33 
If , as has been pointed out previously, parents of children in Head 
Start strongly fav or the program, then a scale designed to a ssess 
feelings the parents have about the degree of stigma which may resl!lt 
from a s sociation with the program should show that the parents feel 
little or no stigma from associating with the progra.m. 
Total 
Table 22. Stigmatization from Association with the 
Head Start Program 
Stigma 
Little or no stigma 
Weak stigma 
Vrild stigma 
Strong stigma 
No response 
Sample frequency 
20 
1 6  
2 
0 
6 
44 
33The items used for assessing stigmatization from associ­
·ation are found in Appendix A ,  section XI, items, 28-JO . 
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It can be s een tha t a majorj_ty of the respondet1ts indicated. 
that they felt little or no stign:atizat:i.on from thei1'.' a ssociation. in 
Head Ste.rt ( TE.ble 22 ) .. However , it may be noted tha.t less than cne­
half of the respondents were found here. Over one-third indicated 
they felt weak stigmatization from participation in Head Start , and 
two of the respondents indicated feeling they were mildly stigmatized. 
Findings Summary of Attitude s Toward the Head Start Program 
It was shown in the re�;iew of literature that a ccording to 
what few writings or studies exist which pertain to the attitudes 
that Head Start pa?·ents hold toward the progr2.m,  the tendency is  fo1· 
parents to be strongly in favor of Head Start. 
In an attempt to de ter'lljine what attitudes the South Dakota 
sample of Head S:tart families held towa-r•d the program, twenty-nine 
questions were asked of eA.ch respondent c These questions covered 
five areas of concern which were selected on the basis of their 
· potential influence on parental attitudes toward Head Start. 'fhe 
five areas of concern were : ( 1) the effects of Head Start on the 
child ; (2) the effects of the child ' s  parti cipation on his family; 
(3) the administration of the progra:rn; (4) the classroom facilities ;  
and, (5) stigmatization from association with the Head Sta.rt 
program. 
Inasmuch as nearly all of those responding either directly 
or indirectly reflected from a mildly to a strongly favorable 
attitude on the component scales (with a majority indicating strong 
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favorablonoss  on all the s ca.les )  tt may be concluded th�t the South 
Dakota sample of Head Start pa-rents holds 8. favcrable general attitude, 
which tends to be strong j_n int�msity, toward the Head Start prcgram. 
In fact it was the overall favorable attitude held by the sample toward 
the program which obviated e.ny exarc.ination of parents who were dissatis­
fied with the aspects o.f the program or .vi th thei prog�am in general. 
'l'hus, the findings of this study are consistent with sub­
hypotheses  sjxteen which states ; "The study s ample cf Head Start 
parents will tend to hold positive attitudes toward the Head Start 
program. " 
�4 Parental Knowledp;e About the Head Start Program-' 
It was . hypothesized that the parents o:f Head Start _children 
·would tend to be knowledgeable about selected areas of the Head Start 
program. To measure the extent of parental knowledge a bout the pro .... 
gram, a number of questions were designed which covered a variety of 
,areas. The questions varied with respect to the amount of knowledge 
which would be necessary for a correct response .  The areas included 
were : (1) child and parental criteria used to determine eligibility 
for participation in Head Start; (2) profes sional personnel as sociated 
with the prog-ram; (3) opportunities for parental participation in 
various administrative capacities, and in Head Ste.rt spons ored adult 
activities; and, (4)  the general avail ability of Head Start programs . 
J'+The items used as a measure of parental knowledge are located 
in Appendix A,  section IX, items 2-6. 
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A total knowledge score w2.s determined ::.. ... or each respond?nt. 
Tho range o� ' bl .L po s si e scores was then divided i:--1to th� lower, :middle, 
�nd upper thir·d.s, which yielded three categorie :. labeled " high know­
ledge, " "mode:cate knov;led.ge , "  and " low or no k�H :;;,,;rledg3 ·. "  
'I' otal 
Mean 
TabJ. e 2J . Parental Knowledge of the Head Start Program 
Knowledge 
High knowledge 
Moderate knowledge 
Low or no know ledge 
Sample frequency 
36 
7 
1 
44 
It may be seen tha t the sample tended to be quite knowledgeable 
about the Head Start program (Table 2J ) .  Over four-fifths of the 
respondents fell into the "high knowledge" category, and the mean 
sample score was sevente en--four points under the maximum nu,_'TI.ber of 
points possible s  In addition, over a quarter of the sample s elected 
all, or all but one, of the correct responses,  and ove-r· one-half of 
the respondents were correct on eighte en or more of their re sponses . 
It may be concluded that the South Dakota. sample of Head Start 
families are highly knowledge able concerning the program. Also, when 
conside red together,  the findings related to the parental attitudes 
toward Head Start and the findings related to the parent s ' extent of 
kn�Nledge about the program  sugge st support for the cont
ention that 
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i 1�tensi ty of attj_tude and extent of . kncrwledge may be related . How­
ever, caution i s  neces .sarily inherent in thj_ s conclusion due to the 
small sample size  and the lack of a. s ample which couJ.d s erve f or 
comparison or control . 
Neverthela�s, tho findings are consistent with sub-hy-pothesi s 
seventeen which states : "The study sample will tend to be knowledge­
able of selected e. spects of the Head Start program. n 
Frequency of Parental Participation in Head Start Activities35 
It was indi cated in the review of li terah:re that pa.rents of 
children in the He ad Start progra.m generally participate infrequently 
in program activ ities .  The munbers of the respondents in  the study 
sample who estimated their frequency of participation in Head Start 
activities as 1 1 Q.ften, " "sometime s," or , " seldom or none," are found 
in Table 24. 
Total 
Table 24. Frequency of Parental Pa�ticipation 
in Head Start Activities 
Participation 
Often 
Sometime s  
Seld om or none 
Sample frequancy 
12 
1 7 
15 
44 
35The item used for indicating the_ frequen�y of,,
parent 
participation i s  found in Appendix A, section XI, J.tem _;l. 
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It may be seen that the study sample doe.s nc"'"G precisely fit 
the expected pattern, at least by the method employed to as ses s  
frequency o.f participation in this study. More than one qunrte1" of 
the responder..ts indi::!ated that they participate "often" in Head Start 
-activities , almost two-fifths said they participate "sometimes , "  and 
slightly better than one-third indicated their participation fre­
quency was "seldom 01:· none. " It appears that a larger proportion of 
the study sample does participate more often in Head Start act:1.vities 
than would be expected on the basis of the statistics from the O. C. D. 
report, cited in the previous chapter. This finding is not consis­
tent with the expectations from sub-hypothesis eighteen. 
S� . .§:_,rry of Part Two 
It was the purpose of the previous part to review the study 
findings in relation to the second objective which was, "To assess 
parental attitudes, knowledge, and frequency of participation o.f a 
sample of Head Start families with respect to the Head Start 
program . "  
In summary, it was found that the study s ample tended to 
hold strongly favorable B.tti tu.des toward the program. They also 
tended to possess a high level of knowledge about the program but 
they indicated that they participated in Head Start activities to a 
greater extent than was expected. 
III . Sill-WJ.ARY OF CH.APTER liTNDINGS 
The findings of the chapte-r may be smmnarized according to 
their consistencies with respect to the varicu.s sub-hypotheses 
derived from. Ch.apter nr , Review of Literature,  and relevant to the 
objectives of the study. 
The findings of the study are considered to show consistency 
with expectations fr om the following sub-hy-potheses: 
Sub-hypothesis 
Sub-hypothes is 
1 . The study families will tend to be large . 
The study families will tend to have low 
income. 
Sul,-hypotho sis 3. The study families will tend to live in 
non-farm residence. 
Sub-bypothe sis 7 .  The parents of the study families will 
be between twenty-one and fifty-four 
years of age. 
Sub-hypothesis 10. 
Sub-hypothesis 1 1 . 
Sub-hypothesis 1 2 . 
Sub-hypothesis 13. 
Sub-hypothesis 16. 
The fathers of the study sample families 
will tend to have completed less than 
eight years of formal education. 
The mothers of the study sample f' amilies 
will tend to have completed more than 
eight years of form.al education. 
'rhe parents of the study families will 
tend to show positive attitudes toward 
education. 
The parents of the study families will 
tend to be more traditional with r esnect 
to their beliefs about family relati�n­
ships. 
The parents of the study families will 
tend to have strongly favorable atti­
tudes toward the Head Start program. 
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Sub-hypothesis 17. The parents of the study falil:ilie s  will 
tend to be knowledgeable about the lfoad 
Sta:rt program. 
The findings of the stuct,- are considered to not show con­
sistency with expectations from the following sub-hypotheses: 
Sub-hypothe sis 4 .  The study fe.milies will tend to b e  more 
s ocially ·isolated. 
Sub-hypothesis  5. The study f2.milies will tend to be more 
unstable . 
Sub--hy-pothesis 6 .  The ::;tudy families 1,Jil.l tend to have a 
sizeable proportion of female household 
heads. 
Sub-hypothesis 8 .  The stud�y .families will tend. to have a 
sizeable proportion of fathers who are 
unemployed or were at s ome time in the 
previous twelve months . 
Sub-hypothesis 9 .  The study families will tend to have a 
sizeable proportiou of the mothers who 
Sub-hypothesis 1 4. 
Sub-hypothesis 15. 
Sub-hypothesis 18 . 
are employed.. 
The parents of the study familYes will 
tend to show high levels of anomie. 
The parents of the study fawilies will 
tend to be more present rather than 
future oriented with respect to their 
time perspective. 
The parents of the study families will 
tend to display low levels of participa. •­
tion in Head Start activities. 
The relevance of the ureviously reviewed findings to the 
s tudy objectives and to the essential question of the study will 
be discussed in the Summary and Conclusions, Chapter VI, which 
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follows the present chapter. The following chapter will also include 
a dis cu.ssio1 1 of the limitations of this study, the perceived needs 
for further research, and what implications the study may have for 
concerned groups , agencies, or polici e s. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SUMMARY 
This study was a part of a larger project which was conducted 
under joint sponsorship between the Inter-Lakes Region Community Action 
Office , and the South Dakota State University Agricultural Experiment 
Station. The purpose of the larger study was to explore characteristics 
of low-income United States Department of Agriculture food commodities 
recipients in three counties under the administration of the Inter­
Lakes Region Community Action Office out of Madison, South Dakota. 
The purpose of the present study was to provide more information about 
commodities recipients who also had children participating in the Head 
Start program. 
In the introductory chapter to this study it was pointed out 
that Head Start was created, along with a number of other anti-poverty 
programs, out of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964: It was also 
shown that the purpose  of Head Start was to provide for the needs and 
deficiencies of preschool poverty children. Attention then turned 
to a discussion of some of the problems which have been encountered 
whenever attempts have been made to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
program. Here, it was stated that 2lmost all evaluations of the 
program have focused primarily upon improvements in the child and that 
few studies even mentioned the family backgrounds of the child ren . 
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It was felt that in consideration of the many theoretical and 
empirical conclusions which emphasize the influential role of the 
family and home environment in the socialization of the child, that 
inattentiveness  to the family backgrounds was not justified. 
The second chapter examined the origins and design of the 
Head Start program, and also discussed what appears to be a closely 
related conception which contends that poor people exist in a culture 
or sub-culture of poverty. It was determined that both the design 
of the Head Start program and the concept of " culture of poverty" 
shared a common theoretical foundation. This foundation was shown 
to be an assumption which held that one consequence to the situation 
of poverty was the development of similar characteristics among poor 
persons or families . It was with these considerations in mind 
together with a desire to fill some of the voids existing in our 
present knowledge of Head Start families that culminated in the 
creation of the study objectives . These were : (1) To determine 
the extent to which a sample of Head Start families possesses certain 
social and demographic characteristics which have been cited as 
common among families  participating in the Head Start program, or 
among poverty families in general ; and (2) To asses s  parental 
attitudes , knowledge , and frequency of participation of a sample 
of Head Start families with respect to the Head Start program. 
Chapter three included two reviews of literature . The first 
was a selective review focusing on literature which characterized 
persons or families in poverty or participating in the Head Start 
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program.. The second reviewed the scant literature which -was lccated 
dealing with previOl.lS a s ses smE:nts of parental attitudes and patte2" .1s 
of participation with respect to the Head Sta::-t program, as well as 
literatm:·e dealing with knowledge as j_t relates to attitudes.  
The last part of the third chapter included a general des erip­
tive hypothesis under which were listed eighteen descriptive sub­
hypotheses. '11he sub-hypotheses all contained one of' the charac­
teristics which were derived from the literature rev:i0wed A.nd which 
were selected for examination in this study .. The selected charac­
teristics were:  the si.ze of the families, the incomes of' the 
families, -che farm 01.� non-farm residences of the families, the 
extent of social in olation of the fanrilies, the extent of i.nsta­
bility among the !amilies, the sex of the househ old heads of the 
. i'ami.lies, the emploJ'--ment characteristics of the parents of the 
families, the ages of the parents, the amounts of parental formal 
education, parental attitude s toward education, parental beliefs 
about _family relatj_on� , the prevalence of anomie among the pa.rents, 
whether the parents held present or future oriemted time perspec­
tives, parental attitudes toward the Head Start program, parental 
knowledge about the Head Start program, and, frequency of parental 
participation in Head Start program activities. 
The fourth chapter discussed the design of the present st�dy. 
Included in this chapter were the background of the s tudy, the 
c•riteria used for the selection of the respondents, the design of 
the intervie1v instrument, the collection . of the data, and, tne 
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ope·.ratj_onalization of concepts and cha-racteristi c s 51 with a ·detailed 
account of the difi' e:ren.t procedure s  employed fo�c analy�i�, of thG 
cha-racteristics .  
Chapter five then pre sented the findings of the study with 
respect to the varj_abl.es relevant to the two study objectives. The 
final part of this chapter was a listing of the sub-:tiypotheses  1vi th 
which the findings were consistent, and a listing of the sub­
hypotheses with which the findings were not consistent. 
Subject to the qualifications of interpretation made 
necessary by the limitations o.f the study discus sed below �  the 
findings of this study, with re spect to the characteristics examined 
are : 
( 1) 
(2 )  
(3 )  
(4) 
(5 ) 
( 6) 
(7)  
(8)  
The families in the study sample are unusually large, 
with a median family size of eight. 
The study sample families have low-income, with a 
median f amily income of $3,000 per year. 
The s tudy sample families live predorni.na.ntly in non­
farm residences. 
The s tudy sample families do not tend to be socially 
isolated. 
The s tudy samplo families tend to be stable families . 
The study sample families predominantly have a male as 
the household head. 
The parents of the study sample families are almost 
exclusively between the ages of twenty and fifty-five. 
The fathers of the study sample families were all 
employed with most being empl?!ed _ for _ all of the preceding twelve months in fulJ.-b ..me J obs. 
(9)  
(10)  
(11) 
(12) 
(13 ) 
(14) 
(15)  
(16 ) 
(17) 
(18)  
The mothers of the study sample families tended to 
not be employed,  but those who were employed tended 
to be employed on a part-time basis only. 
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The fathers of the study sample families tended to have 
a low amount of formal education, with the median 
years of school being little more than eight years .  
The mothers of the study sample families tended t o  be 
better educated than the fathers ,  with the median years 
of education of about eleven years .  
The parents of the study - sample families tended to hold 
positive attitudes toward education. 
The parents of the study sample families tended to 
display strongly traditional beliefs with respect to 
£amily relations . 
The parents of the study sample families did not show 
a strong prevalence of anomie . 
The parents of . the study sample families tended to be 
oriented to the £uture in their time perspective . 
The parents of the study sample families tended to be 
strongly favorable toward the Head Start program. 
The parents of the study sample families were highly 
knowledgeable about the Head Start program. 
The parents of the study sample families indicated a 
moderate rate of participation in Head Start activities . 
Attention will now be directed to a discussion of the con� 
clusions , limitations , and implications of the study as  well as  needs 
for further research which have been perceived by the author . 
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II . CONCLUSI01.JS .AND TI1PLICATIONS 
f�onclusions 
It may be concluded that this study has contributed to the 
knowledge of Head Start f am_i..lies in a number of ways � First, _light 
has been shed upon selected characteristics  of a sB.mple of Head Start 
.families which niay serve to increase under.standing of t.h..i.s type of 
family. 
Second, it has also been determin0d that parents of the Head 
Start children are favorably disposed toward the program, and are 
also knowledgeablG of the program. These findings may be seen as 
suggest:i.ng support for those who would prefer to see an increase i.n 
the pa1·t played by the par0nts in the development of their children, 
by way of the Head Start progu.m. 
Finally, with respect to the ess�ntial questj_on of this study,  
while admittedly the design and limitations of this study preclude 
directly relating the findings of this study to the conceptual orienta­
tion inherent in the culture of poverty concept, it appears that 
qualified, tentative conclusions may be tacitly drawn from the findings 
to the es sential question of the study. The essential question dealt 
with the validity of the underlying assumption of homogeneity in the 
possession of characteristics among poverty f an1ilies. It may be seen 
that the findings tended to be consistent with six out of ten o� the 
hypotheses which included objective, or demographic variables j  and 
With four out of eight of the hypotheses which include
d the 
measurement of abstract concepts or subjective variables .. The 
questi.on arises  as to whet.her objective data may p:c·ovide lllore 
realistic indicators or suggestions than would .more subjective data> 
with respect to the development of a basis for the validation of the 
as sun1ption of ho:mogenei ty among characteristics of families in 
poverty. It is pos sible that some means is neces sary to dif'feren­
tially weight the variables to provide a more substantial foundation 
for these type s  of conclusions ., Nonetheless, and given the limita­
tions of this study, it appears sugge stive that out of eighteen 
variable s exam.ined by this study, the findings were consistent with 
m.ore than one-half. Howe ver, the author does not wish to generate 
support for any conceptual model of the poor by exaggerating or 
overemphasizing similari t:i.es that must remain speculative at be st. 
Therefore, it is possible and neces sary to conclude _orl-1:[ that the 
findings of thi s study ��s.t. suppor t for anyone intere st'3d in the 
concept culture  of pover ty and its E_Os sibl� relation to Head Start 
f a.m_i.lies. 
Lim:i tation.s of the Study 
In considering the limitations of this study; a number of 
items are apparent of which it is neces sary that all should be aware . 
Fir sti the procedure used .for the selection of the sample was of a 
non-random nature. Whe n randomization is not employed in the selec-
t 1 .  ti of the findin0�s  to other similar ion .of respondents, genera iza on 
groups is then not pos sible because it would be methodolo
gically 
invalid. Thus , a study which could have valid implications for 
agencies and interested groups mu.st be couched in qualifying 
terminology with respect to its limited generalizability. 
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Second, the validity and reliability of the scales utilized 
in the study were not known. Inasmuch as  the study was exploratory 
in nature, due to the dearth of previous research on the subject ,  
many of the variables requiring the employment of scales for their 
measurement were without scaling precedence . Also due to the 
exploratory nature of the study, the scales  which were employed 
were intended to provide suggestions as to the presence of the 
variables being measured and were not intended as more absolute 
measures . Nonetheless ,  the findings of this study must be �urther 
qualified by the question of scaling or interpretive validity and 
reliability. 
A third limitation is  one which is  common to maey studies--
that of the stringency of time and money. Due to the limitations 
of · money and time , as well as the lack of previous relevant research ,  
the variables selected for discus sion in this study were , for the 
most part, limited to those which were of more immediate concern to 
the objectives of the larger study. Ideally, if time and money had 
permitted., this study would have been independent with respect to 
the selection of its respondents and its variables . In this way a 
random sample of all of the South Dakota Head Start families could 
have been studied with respect to additional variables which may 
have been more relevant to their situations . 
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A four.th limitation of thi s study is the statistical analy­
sis necessarily employed by the study . Again, :if situations had 
been. ideal, there would have been a larger number of study sample 
fa.ruilies as well a s  a sample of families to be used for the ptn•pose 
of comparisons .. Thf1 only groups which .could have been used for 
comparative purposes  were the national sample of Head Start families , 
included in the repo1't by the Office of Child Developmsnt whi ch was 
discussed in Chapter three o.f this study, or a group comprised o:f 
similar families living in the sample area of thi s study. Howev011 , 
use of the O. C. D. report sample was obviated .first, by the non-random 
procedure of selection o.f the respondents in the present study, and 
second, by the fact that the O . C . D .  report listed only percentages 
and the size of the South Dakota sample prevented statistical com­
parison of percentages . Also, as was mentioned in Chapter four, the 
fact that a sample of eligible but non-partid.pnting faJrj_lies for 
· comparison was not found, as had been originally anticipated, 
obviated statistical comparisons of differences betvrnen the two 
samples . 
Implications of the Study 
What significance the findings of this study may have to 
J .  · th th poor must necessarily be few -groups or agencies dea .ing wi e , 
· 
d . d .,. evi· ously Hor,rnver, atten-in light of the limitations iscusse P·" • 
tion may be called to the two findings as regard the med
ian family 
size and the age of the majority of the mothers. 
It was shown that 
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the median family size was eight members , and that the majority of 
the mothers were still within the child-bearing years of life . The 
implication appears to be that the families already tend to be quite 
large and that the potential for more children remains as well . 
When this fact is  coupled wit� the finding that the median income of 
the sample families was $J , OOO per year it may be seen that there i s  
a definite possibility for the poverty situation t o  become worse in 
terms of scarcity of income . Along this same line it may be noted 
that the O . C. D. sample of Head Start families had a median income 
somewhere between $J ,OOO to $J, 999 per year , with a family size 
median of six.  When the median family size is divided into the 
annual family income , it may be seen that the O . C .D. sample of Head 
Start families  had a per capita income of from $500 to over $650 per 
year. However , when the same computations are performed upon the 
findings for the South Dakota sample of Head Start families it i s  
found that the per capita income drops to $375 per year . In addition, 
it will be remembered that the majority of the study sample were non­
farm residents which reduces the possibilities of their supplementing 
their diet by £rowing many of their foods , as farm families may do-­
thereby reducing the drain on the already low family income . 
Finally, during recent discussions with Norma Klinkel, the 
Director of Head Start programs for the Inter-Lakes Region Community 
Action Office , the topic of parental participation was raised . The 
author was informed that efforts are being made in all Head Start 
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programs across the nation to involve the parents of the Head Start 
participants to a greater extent . It is this author's opinion, 
supplemented by the findings related to parental attitudes and know­
ledge about the Head Start program, that these efforts, possibly 
more than anything else which has been attempted, offer a tremendous 
potential for the realization of benefits for both the children and 
the parents, which is the primary goal of Project Head Start. 
Need for Further Research 
Through the course of this study, areas of need for f urther 
research hav e become apparent to the author, a few of which are cited 
as questions below : 
(1) 
(2 )  
(3 ) 
(4) 
Precisely what relations exist between family charac­
teristics and those deficiencies which are perceived 
among poverty children, which the Head Start program 
is attempting to counter? 
What influence does parental participation have on the 
benefits the child may derive from participation in 
the Head Start program? 
Why do Head Start parents tend to express strongly 
favorable attitudes about the program? That is, do 
they view the program favorably because of the services 
it provides, or because it provides an opportunity to, 
temporarily at least, remove one child from an already 
overcrowded house, or are their attitudes a result of 
a combination of these factors? 
What role does underemployment play with respect to the 
economic difficulties of Head Start and poverty families? 
Do the primary wage-earners prefer a low-paying job that 
they like to a better paying job that they don't like? 
1J8 
(5) To what degree do such things a s  pridr3 and S€!1f-concept 
enter into de c:isions which serve to mai ntain a .fanrl.ly 
at or. below the pove:rty level? · That if; s  do poverty 
familie:3 feel it is Et public declal"ation of failure to 
participate in anti-poverty programs? 
(6 ) Given that education in.ay play an im.po1�tant 1--ole in 
deter.mining _whether a family may be pe>or , would pro­
viding oppo·!'tuni ties for the completion of theil'.• educa­
tion through high schooJ. be sufficient for a poor wage­
earner to secure better employment , er are there also 
certain attitudinal variables which wou.ld p-revent this 
f:corn happening? 
( ? )  In what ways do the attitudes and possible stereotypes 
held by prospective employers toward the poor or under­
educated, influence their decisions with respect to 
hiring practices of these people?  That is , considering 
the employment problems of the aged , and of certain 
racial or ethnic groups, is it possible that an employer 
would see an under-educated, unskilled poor father as a 
poor employment risk in t8rms of his potential produc­
tivity and his effect on the rest o1� the wo:ckers ? 
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APPENDIX A 
INTERVIEw SCBEDULE 
Schedule No. 
Date 
Inte:,rviewer ----------
Loca tion of residence 
(BEi specific in direction) 
Type of dwelling : 
Single f a:mily HH 
___ Multiple family I-rn 
Trailer house ---
State of repair : 
__ good fair __ poor 
CO¥iMUNITY ACTION AREA SURVEY1 
The information gathered in this survey is a part of an area 
study co�ducted j ointly by the Community Action Office and ths 
Departmant of Rural Sociology at South Dakota State University. 
The information received will be confidential. The study is 
concerned only with general characteristics of the area residents 
and not with specific individuals or families. 
I. Household Characteristics 
1. Interv-iewee is : Nale 
2. IDIB 
Other 
Female ---
Spouse of HHH ___ _ 
( indicate ) 
J .  Residence : Farm Nonfarm Urban --- --- ---
If farm ; how many acres: owned ___ _ 
rented ----
5 .  We would like to a sk you some questions about members of your 
family and household. 
14.5 
1 on1y those questions are included in this appendix which were 
used in the present study. For those read0rs interested in reviewing 
the complete interview schedule , see James L. Satterlee ' s  Charac­
terist-i c s  of Low-Income Families in Eastern South D;1kota : An Examina­
tion of the Cul tu::•e of Povei_::ty Concept,  unpublished Ph. D .  disserta­
t:l.on, Department of Rural Sociology, South Dakota State University, 
1970 . 
Reiationw. 
ship to 
m-
r
a iAge 
1 .  Head ,, _ 
2 .  
J .. 
4 .  
2.!.. 
6 .  
7 .  
8. 
2· 
� 
11 . 
12 . 
Additional : 
Mari ta� Age at 
stntus  1 .first 
, 
( S) 
(M) 
(D) 
(W) 
(Sep) 
mar11iage 
single 
married 
divorced 
widowed 
separated 
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Highest Occupation* Residence Birth-
gra.de of ( specific ) place 
school 
co:mpleted 
.. 
*If multiple job holdings , list 
If part-time indicate with a ( P) 
If full-time indicate with an ( F) 
I irnuld like to a.sk you a few questions about your household facilities . 
I WOULD LL.{E TO STRESS THE FACT THAT THIS INFOR.t'IATION IS STRICTLY 
CONFIDENTI.AL AND IS IN NO WAY GOING TO BE USED TO CHECK UP ON YOU. 
Do you have i a telephone 
television set 
_no. ,  _B/W, color 
Yes 
Yes 
__ No 
No 
radio Yes No 
_no. , _ __portable, _console 
8 .  Does ;rour family b.ke a newspaper ?  ---
0 / "  
_ weekly , _ biweekly, __ ds.ily 
Name of the pape r :  
Ye s No 
How many maga zine s does your famil::v· subscribe t.o? .., --· -----
Please  list : 
10. In what organizations does your family participate : (ex :  church 
membership , PTA , extension clubs, farm organizations, service 
organizati ons, 4-:-I ,  Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, etc .) 
Please  list: 
HHH : Spouse :  
11. Do you and yotrr spous6 attend church? 
If yes, what church: (Be specific) 
Children : 
Ye s No ---
lJ. When you and your spouse go visiting, who do you usually visit 
and how often? 
Relatives ---
Friends ---- ---
--- Neighbors ---
Times per week 
Times per week 
Times per week 
----- Distance 
Distance 
Distance 
6 h , d  before and after 2 . What .jobs have you and you: s:�ouse e.1- · + · marriage in order from beginning to presen vr 
Main occ"'t1pation 
( specific-include 
military service ) 
1 . 
2 .  
J. 
4. 
5 .  
6 .  
L 
8. 
9 .  
Maj_n occupation 
( specific) 
L 
2 .  
'3 . 
4 . 
5-.. 
6. 
'7 .  
HUSBAND'S OCCUPATIONS 
Pa.rt or 
F'ull-time 
( P) or ( F) 
If any other 
occupations at same 
time ( �pecific )  
WIFE ' S  OCCUPATIONS 
Part or 
Full-time 
( P) or ( F) 
If any other 
occupati ons at same 
time ( specific) 
Part or 
Full-time 
( P) or (F) 
Part or 
Full-time 
(F) or ( P) 
:8. Have you ( HHH) been unemployed at arry time within the last yearr 
___ Yes ____ No 
If yes: Why? 
For how long? 
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No Strongly Mildly ¥.dldly Strongly 
:res12. agree agree disagree d_i.sagre .. e 
20. If 0118 is born poor 
he might a s  well 
accept it since 
there is no getting 
out. NR SA MA MD SD 
2L When one ha s money 
he might as well 
spend it since 
tomorrow it will 
be gone fl NR SA MA MD SD 
22 . Every man has the 
right to enjoy and 
take life easy, and 
therefore to go into 
debt to get those 
items which will 
reduce his work and 
give enjoyment, is 
justified. J\1R SA MA MD SD 
2.3 . One can ne-ver really 
predict w·hat tomorrow 
might bring therefore 
we must live for 
today and not worry 
about tomorrow.  NR SA MA MD SD 
2L1, . Young psople today 
are getting too 
much education. NR SA HA MD SD 
25 . Education only 
makes a person 
discontented. NR SA MA MD SD 
26 . School training is 
of little help in 
meeting the problems 
of real life. NR SA MA MD SD 
27 . Education is more 
valuable than most 
people think. NR SA MA MD SD 
1.50 
lW . I would like f' 01:· you to indlcats the extent o.f your agraernent or 
disagreement with each of the following statements .  ( HAND 
H.ESPOND�tIT THE CARD) 
No Strongly Mildly 
!,_§ sp. a g,_re_e ___ a_.R. 1' � A 
12. There is little 
chance of finding 
real happine s s  
in life today� 
13. ThE,se days a 
person doesn ' t  
really know whom 
NR 
he can count on. 1TR 
14. Nowadays a person 
has to live pretty 
much for today and 
let tomorrow care 
for itself. J\lI{ 
15 . In spj_te of what 
people say, the lot 
of the average man 
is getting worse J 
not bettej� .  NR 
16. Mo st people don't 
really care what 
happens to the 
next fellow. :NR 
17 . It is very 
important to save 
for tomorrow. NR 
18. Planning only makes 
a person unhappy 
since his plans 
hardly ever work 
out anyway. :NR 
19 . Luck plays an 
important part in 
what happens to 
people. NR 
SA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA 
SA MA 
Mildly Strongly 
disagree disa&ree 
MD SD 
MD SD 
MD SD 
MD SD 
MD SD 
MD SD 
MD SD 
MD SD 
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No Strongly Mi;Ldly Mildly Str ongly 
resp., . agree a_gree disagree disa-gree 
2 .8 j A young m.an i s  
foolish to keep 
going to s ch0ol 
if he can get a 
good job., 
29. Too rau8h time and 
money i s  being spent 
on unimporta.nt things 
in education today . NR 
JO . Education enables us 
to make the best  
pos sible UGe of our 
lives . 
Jl.  Schools today en­
courage a person to 
thJ.nk for himself. 
.32 . . F.<luca tion is of no 
real help in getting 
a job toda.y. 
JJ . A child sh ould not be 
allowed to talk back 
to his parents, or he 
will lose respect for 
them.  
J4. A person should feel 
a great love, grati­
tude , and respect for 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
his parents. NR 
.35 . Some equality in a 
marriage is  a good 
thing, but by and 
large the husband 
ought to have the 
main say so in family 
matters. NR 
J6. It goes against nature 
to place a woman in a 
position of authority NR over men. 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
¥.LA MD SD 
MA MD SD 
MA MD SD 
MA MD SD 
MD SD 
MA MD SD 
MA MD SD 
MA MD SD 
MA MD SD 
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VIII . Family Information 
The following are problems found among many American families. I 
would appreciate your answers as to whether or not you consider these 
to be problems in your family, and if so, to what extent. 
42 . Have you or your spouse ever been divorced from another person? 
___ Yes ___ No 
4J. How often, if at all , have you or your spouse left home (separated 
from each other) due to some marital conflict? ( check one) 
often --- ___ occasionally ___ a few times in marriage 
never ---
44-. To what extent , if at all , have any of your children ever been in 
trouble with the law? (delinquency , truancy, traffic violations, 
etc. ) 
often --- occasionally --- a few times --- never ---
45 . To what extent has alcoholism ever been a problem in your house­
hold? 
often ---- occasionally --- ___ a few times in marriage 
never ---
46 .  To what extent , if at all, have any of your children left home 
due to conflict or fights with his parents? 
often --- occasionally --- a few times --- never ---
To what extent , if at all , have you or your spouse been in trouble 
with the law? (ex. bad checks, traffic violations, etc . )  
often --- occasionally --- a few times --- never ---
48 . How often, if at all, does friction between you and your spouse 
occur? 
often occasionally --- a few times --- never ---
49 . How often, if at A.11 , does friction occur �etween your children 
and ycu as pa1•ents. 
often --- o cc a rd ona.11 v ----- � ___ a few t:lines. ___ never 
IX . HEAD START FAMILIARITY 
15J 
Wo are attempting to find out how familiar. people in this a1•ea al'.'e with 
some of the Community Action programs . 
I would like to ask you s ome questions about the Head Start program . 
1 . Do you k�1ow anything at all about the Head Start progran, 
Yes No ---- --
I.f Yes , go on to question 2 .  
If No , have you he ard any rumors about the program? 
Positive : 
Negative : 
In view of' what you ' ve heard about the program, are y·ou in .favor 
of such a program? ___ Yes ___ No ___ Don ' t know 
Do you have arry children 8 years of age or under? 
If Yes , go on to question 9, page 12 . 
___ Yes _No 
If B.£, go on to question 33 , page ll• 
2 .  Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the fo1 10vrlng 
statements. 
Don ' t  
know Agree 
DK A 
DK A 
Disagree 
D 
D 
Read before each sb.tement: 
THE HEAD START PROGRAM IS OPEN TO : 
a. 
b. 
Only grade school children 
Only preschool children 
Don ' t  Agree Dis�gree 
know 
Drr l\ 
DK 
A 
A 
D 
D 
TI-IE HEAD START PROGR/ill IS OPEN TO : 
c .  Pres chool child.Ten and some 
kindergarten children 
d. Onl:y: kj_ndergarten children 
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J .  In l'egard to th1:t income of th0 parents of children who may enroll 
in the Head Start- Program, ·which of the following statements would 
you agree with? ( circle ) 
Don ' t 
know 
DK 
DK 
DK 
Agree Di.sagree 
A D 
A D 
A D 
a. The parents income has nothing 
to do with determining who gets 
into the Head  Start program. 
b .  Only those chi�dren whose 
pa1·ents'  income is below a 
certain level are allowed into 
the program ,, 
c. About 10 percent of' the child:'.'en 
:may come from families whose 
income is  above a certain level 
while the rest  come from fami ..... ies 
whose in.come is below that lev-el . 
4 �  Please indj cate whether you agree or disagree with the f ollowing 
statements. 
Read : Other per �r nnnel whom the Head Start program may call upon 
for their  services are :  
Don't know Agree Disagree 
DK A D (a) nutritionists 
DK A D ( b) cooks 
DK A D (c) drivers 
DK A D (d) nurses 
DK A D (e) pS>Jchologists 
DK A D (f) 
doctors 
DK A D 
(g) dentists 
_5. In regard to participation of paren.t.3 in the Head St.art program, 
please indicate -whethel'" you agree ox- disagree with the following 
state1nents. 
Raad: Pa:r·ents of Head St.art children : 
Don ' t  know Disagree 
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DK .A D (a) have the opportunity to lea 1·n 
nelv skills to help themselves 
and their f am.i..lies . 
DK A D (b) --have the opportunity to par­
t:lcipate in the program as 
aides  in the classroom. 
DK A D ( c )  may have the opportunity to 
parb.c:tpate in the program by 
serving on conmri.ttees. 
DK A D (d)  have no opportunity to par-
ticipate in the local program.. 
6 .  In regard to the agencies that ser"'<rice the 1-Iead Start program, would 
you indicate whether you agree with the following statements $ 
Read: The Head Start program is : 
Don ' t know t,_gree Disagr� 
DK A D (a) found only in this area  • . 
DK A D (b) found only in South Dakota. 
DK A D ( c ) found throughout the United 
Stat.es. 
7 . Is there a Head Start program in your arear ___ Yes No ---
Don ' t know ---
If yes: (a) Is it a summer or ___year-round program? 
(b) In what county and tm-n1 are the Head Start classes  
held? _____________________ _ 
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X .  HEAD START PARTICIFA'.I'ION 
8. Do you have arry children 8 years of age or under? __  Yes _No 
If Yes : co;;-i-Lirn.1A 1-tj_th question 9 .  
If No: go on to question .3.3, page 1.5 . 
9. Would you be kind enough to answer a few questions concerning those 
children 8 years of age and under in your family. 
Child • s  
first name Sex 
only M-F Age 
Ha. s this. child ever 
been enrolled in the 
Head Start Program? 
Yes Yes 
In what year 
and what 
programu 
Full 
Su:mi"Jler year 
If presently 
eligible 2nd 
not enrolled , 
do you plan 
No Presently Before to enroll them? - --
-· 
2. ,_ 
2.:__ . 
11, . 
5 . 
6 .  
�' 
8 .  
10 . If child is between ages of 6 and 8 and was never enrolled in Head 
Start, why not? 
1 1. If child is between age s  of 3 and .5 and will not be enrolled in the 
Head Start program.s why not? ______________________ _ 
12. I..f you have had children in Head Start in the past, did they c om-
plete the entire session? ___ YES ___ NO 
If no ; why not? 
13 . I.f you presently ha-ve children in Head Start ,  do you think they 
wi.11 complete tbe entire session'? ___ Yes ___ No 
If no ; why not-? 
XI ., FEKf ,INGS ABOUT HEAD START 
We are interested in eyaluating the Head Start program so that it 
:mi.ght better serve th':> purposes for which it was designed. To do 
this it is nece s sary to find out what sugg�stions and opinions 
people might have about the program. 
With respect. to th0 effects of the Head Start pr ogram on the child 
and the family, wouJ.d you please indicate the extent of disag·reement 
or agreement :y-ou might feel with the following stater-Gents . 
Begin each state:ment with : The Head Start program : 
Strongly M.i1d1y Mildly Strongly No 
agree agree disagree disagree res . 
SA MA }'if) SD NR 1 . Helps the child get along 
better with his pa.rents. 
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S ,  F... MD SD NR 2. Helps the child get along 
.better with children out side 
the family . 
SA MA MD SD NR 3 . Helps the child get along 
better with his brothers 
and/or sisters. 
SA ¥..A MD SD NR 4.  May be  of little benefit 
to a young child . 
SA MA MD SD NR 5 . Helps prepare the child 
for kindergarten. 
SA MA MD SD NR 6 . Helps make the child 
happier in the home. 
SA }IA MD SD NR 7 .  Helps make the child less 
demanding on his parents . 
SA MA MD SD NR 8 .  Helps the child so he will 
be happier in schoolo 
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Strongly Mildly lftldly Strongly No 
agree agt'ee cli
.
�.e disagree :r.es. 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
3A 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
HA 
MD 
MD 
¥ill 
HD 
}'JD. 
MD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
¥.LD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
NR 9 .  Helps the child be a 
happier person� 
NR 10 . Tends to encourage the 
child to be a ' smart 
aleck. ' 
NR 11 . Makes it more dtfficult to 
discipl:i.ne· the child. 
NR 12. Helps the child to develop 
a greater interest in the 
world around him. 
NR lJ .. Does little in p-:iepa ring 
the child for the 'real ' 
problems in life . 
NR 11-J. . Tends to give ch..i.ldren 
undesirable ideas. 
NR 15 . Doesn ' t seem to be getting 
at the real needs of the 
children in it. 
NR 16. Tends to creat conflict in 
the family. 
NR 17 . Is run in an organized 
manner . 
NR 18 . Is run quite efficiently. 
NR 19 . Is a well-planned program. 
NR 20. Seems to be :misguided. 
NR 2 1 . Should be controlled :more 
by parents., 
NR 22 . Is well organized. 
NR 2 J . Has excellent teachers. 
NR 2 4 . Has adequate classroom 
facilities . 
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Stro-n.gly Mildly Mildly Strongly No 
SA MA MD 
SA MA .MD 
SA MA MD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
NR 25 . Uses  outdated ideas in the 
classroom. 
NR 26 . Should provide more oppor­
tunity for parents to 
participate. 
NR 27 . Is often unfair in the way 
it selects the children 
who may enroll. 
In respect to th0 way other people react to · childran and familie s in 
the Head Start p1:·ogrE:m, would you indicate the extent to which you 
agree or disagree wi th the following statements. 
SA MA. MD SD 
SA MA MD SD 
SA MA MD SD 
NR 28. People tend to look daw"n 
on f arnilies who have their 
children in the Head Ste.rt 
program. 
:NH 29 .  Other children tend to look 
down on a child who is or 
was in the Head Start 
program. 
NR 30. Teachers seem to pick or. e. 
child who has been in Head 
Start. 
31 .  How often would you estimate you, as a parent, do or did, par­
ticipate in the Head Start program? ( circle) 
(a) often (b) sometimes ( c) seldom or none ( d) not applicable 
32. I.f you do, or did not pa.rticipate as much as you .feel you wo:ild 
like to, what are the reasons? ___ Not applicable 
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APPENDIX B 
ATTITUDE SCAIB SCORING SYSTEM 
1 .  
liTTITUDE SCAI.E .SCORING SYSTEM 
fies])Onse Al\e:rna ti ves_ 
a) Strongly favorable 
b) Mildly .favorable 
c) Nildly unfavora.ble 
d) Strongly unfavorable 
e) No re sponse 
As signed Sco1'es 
4. 
.3 
2 
1 
none 
2. Number of scale items 9 
3 ..  Ma.xi.nnun numba:r of points 
possi ble per respondent 36 
4. Mininnun mnnber of points 
pos sible per respondent 9 
5 .  Range of pos sible points for 
total scaJ.e per respondent 2 7  
6 �  Nwnber of alternatives 4 
7 .  Range of possible J:Oi.nts for 
total scale, divided by number 
of alternatives ( rounded to 
nearest whole number) 7 
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8 .  Table categories Range of scores within each categoJ.:Z 
a) Strongly favorable 
b) Mildly favorable 
c )  Mildly unfavorable 
d) Strongly unfavorable 
e) No response 
JO-J6 
23-29 
16-22 
9-15 
none 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPARATrJE TABLES 
The 1967 National Sample of Head Start Families 
and the Study Sample of South Dakota Head Start Families 
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COMPARISON OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS : NATIONAL HEAD START SAMPLE 
SUMMER, 1967 , TO SOUTH DAKOTA HEAD START PARTICIPANTS , 1969 
Table number National Sample* 
1967 % 
1.  Residence 
Farm 
Non-farm 
Not reported 
Total 
ll 
89 
0 
100 
2. Age of Father 
Less  than 
21 years 
21-.54 
.5.5-64 
.6 
96 
J 
. 7  
0 
6.5 or older 
Not reported 
Total 100 
J .  Education of Father 
0-8 44 
48 
4. 
9-12 
13 or more 
Not reported 
Total 
Current employment 
Employed 
Unemployed 
Not reported 
Total 
8 
. 9 
101 
status of HRH 
86 
lJ 
1 
100 
5 . Months employed past year 
l2 months 66 
7-11 22 
2-6 S 
1 mo. or less . 5 
did not work S 
Not reported 2 
Total 101 
South Dakota 1969 
Percent Frequency 
JO 
70 
0 
100 
0 
9.5 
.5 
0 
0 
100 
49 
J8 
13 
0 
100 
91 
9 
0 
100 
77 
11 
5 
2 
2 
2 
99 
lJ 
Jl 
0 
44 
0 
37 
2 
0 
0 
39 
19 
1.5 
5 
0 
39 
40 
4 
0 
44 
y.,, 
5 
2 
l 
l 
l 
44 
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Table number National Sample* South Dakota 1969 
1967 'f, Percent Frequency 
6 .  Age of Mother 
Less  than 
21 years . 8  0 0 
21-.54 99 100 44 
55-65 . 5  0 0 
65 or older . 1  0 0 
Not reported .1  - 0 0 
Total 100 100 44 
7 .  Education of Mother 
0-8 29 2.5 11 
9-12 6.5 66 29 
lJ or more 6 9 4 
Not reported .4 0 0 
Total 100 100 44 
8.  Sex of HHH 
Male 79 89 J9 
Female 22 11 .5 . Not reported 0 0 0 
Total 101 100 44 
9 . FamilI: Size 
2 persons l 0 0 
J 6 5 2 
4 14 11 .5 
.5 17 9 4 
6 17 11 .5 
7 14 11 5 
8 9 7 J 
9 8 14 6 
10 5 16 7 
11 3 5 2 
12 2 2 l 
13 or more 2 9 4 
Not reported 0 0 0 
Total 98 · 100 44 
Table number 
10. Familz Income 
Under $1000 
1000-1999 
2000-2999 
3000-3999 
4000-4999 
5000-5999 
6000-7999 
8000-9999 
10 ,000 or more 
Not reported 
Total 
National Sample* South Dakota 1969 
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· . 1967 'I, Percent Frequency 
9 5 2 
13 16 7 
17 27 12 
19 30 13 
16 20 9 
13 - 0 0 
8 2 1 
. 3 0 · o 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
100 100 44 
11. No . of children under 
b zears of · age 
Jl J4 15 
2 24 36 16 
3 12 11 
4 7 3 
5 . 6  0 0 
6 0 0 0 
7 or more 0 0 0 
Not reporte_d 0 0 0 
None 29 11 5 
Total 100 99 44 
12 . No . of children 
b-12 zears or age 
1 19 18 8 
2 17 16 7 
3 13 9 4 
4 10 18 8 
5 5 16 7 
6 3 5 2 
7 . 9  5 2 
8 . J  2 l 
9 or more . 1  0 0 
Not reported 0 0 0 
None 32 11 5 
Total 99 100 44 
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Table number National Sample* South Dakota 1969 
1967 6/, Percent Frequency 
1.3 . No . of children 
lb-21 zears of age 
l 10 5 2 
2 5 9 4 
.3 2 9 4 
4 . 5  s 2 
5 0 7 .3 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 2 l 
8 or more 0 0 0 
Not reported 0 0 0 
None 84 64 28 
Total 101 101 44 
14. Running water in the 
home 
85 86 .38 Yes 
No 15 14 6 
Not reported . 2  0 0 
Total 100 100 44 
15 . Use of Radio 
Yes 99 95 42 
No 0 5 2 
Not reported l 0 0 
Total 100 100 44 
16 . Use of Television 
Yes 92 95 42 
No 6 5 2 
Not reported .3 0 0 
Total 101 100 44 
Table number National Sample* South Dakota 1969 
1967 '/, Percent Frequency 
17 . Use of TeleEhone 
Yes .56 68 JO 
No 32 32 14 
Not reported 2 0 0 
Total 100 100 44 
18. Receive newsEaEers 
Yes 70 45 20 
a1) daily 68 75 15 
a2) other JJ 25 .5 
No 29 55 24 
Not reported l 0 0 
Total 100 100 44 
*Total percentages may not total 100 due to rounding of numbers .  
